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Abstract
The Internet has been repeatedly demonstrated to be insufficiently secure for transferring
sensitive information worldwide. This insecurity is an inherent characteristic as the Internet did not make
any security considerations in its initial design. Rather, as is famously known, it was designed to connect
“mutually trusting users”. Such void motivated a long and extensive history of a variety of trust measures
to secure Internet communications at its different levels or layers. To date, however, the proposed security
measures have been identified as computationally demanding, especially as they utilize cryptographic
computations. In light of the evolution of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and therefore the growing reliance
on elements with limited capabilities (in terms of computing and/or energy), facilitating security becomes
an equally increasing challenge. Such elements include embedded systems, sensors/actuators, small-scale
mobile and wireless devices, in addition to various elements utilized in real-time and/or delay-critical
applications. Considerations must therefore be made for addressing the computational challenge while
providing the required security. In the meanwhile, any meaningful security solution must be global (i.e.,
Internet-wide) in its operation.
Our objective in this thesis is to demonstrate that an adaptive, end-to-end security solution for the
next generation Internet is viable. Integral to our thesis is a holistic and innovative proposal for a ContextAware and Real-time Entrustment framework or (CARE). The framework comprises a set of security
components and modules designed to satisfy the observed and expected needs of next generation
computing networks and their elements. While introducing the components and operations of our
framework, we showcase how they can help into providing security services for the futuristic NGI
communication trends. We then introduce a new approach in empirical analysis for cryptographic
functions through which their use of computation resource can be identified and/or predicted. The
outcome of this approach is applied in designing a robust security adaptation strategy for the CARE
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framework. A complementary resource-aide system is also presented in order to facilitate the secure endto-end operation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Various mobile and stationary devices facilitate surfing the Internet for knowledge,
communicating with family and friends, finishing work for employers, accessing public services, cybershopping, and administrating belongings through sensory and embedded technologies. However, as the
popularity of usage grows, transmitting data within such an insecure cyber environment poses great risks.
Internet users justly have growing fears trusting information, services, and entities within the Internet, in
turn motivating worldwide governments and businesses to substantially fund research for developing and
enhancing the Internet security, and addressing security shortcomings at various layers and components of
the network.
While researchers have provided an enormous number of security solutions that serve a wide
range of Internet applications, the core of the Internet remains inherently insecure [1] [2]. To date, there
are no security measures applied Internet-wide, with many of the available security solutions limited to a
non-scalable bandage for the growing Internet’s security challenges.
One major research challenge is realizing global (or end-to-end) trust of Internet communications.
The growing popularity of the Internet, coupled with the lack of entrusted communication measures, have
lead to appearances of several untraceable security threats; targeting one or more of the existing security
principles. Examples of such threats include cyber Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, phishing, spamming,
spoofing, and spreading of damaging malware and cyber viruses. Moreover, recent communication
technologies, such as Internet-of-Things (IoT), Information-Centric Networks (ICN), and Peer-to-Peer
(P2P), had lead to the appearance of diverse internetworking and anonymous gateways (that mainly
existed for communication interfacing and for maintaining user/network privacy), facilitating additional
untraceable threats [3]. Making matters worse, end parties within cyber-space are usually not physically
1
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identifiable; as opposed to dealing with a person. Even if it is possible to identify and trace a source for a
criminal attack, policies and practices can prevent victims from knowing that source, leaving users and
enterprises with no effective protection against future attacks. As a result, cyber threats and attacks have
grown dangerously in the last few years; endangering economies and human lives in the rapidly evolving
world of IoT [1] [4] [5]. Recent examples of such threats include data breaches [6], taking-over control of
automotive vehicles [7] [8] [9] [10], Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) using IoT devices [6] [11],
hacking smart home devices [12] [13], and compromising healthcare medical equipment [14] [15].
Therefore, the need for having a world-wide trusted communication platform becomes highly essential to
avoid the collapse for current and next generation Internets due to inability to handle the rapidly growing
and uncontrollable cyber security breaches and attacks.
In this thesis, we present characteristics, features, and requirements for having a future Internet
with entrusted communications, addressing both the growing communication security risks and the
shortcomings in existing security measures to comply with the presented requirements. Specifically, we
propose Context-Aware and Real-time Entrustment (CARE) framework, which we introduce as an end-toend entrustment framework for next-generation Internet communications.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 briefly overviews motivations
behind the research work in this thesis, followed by an outline of the thesis contributions. Finally, section
1.2 briefly describes the organization of this thesis.

1.1 Motivations and Thesis Contributions
Looking at the increased security risks and threats from the unsecured Internet and IoT, coupled
by the Next-Generation Internet (NGI) prospective architecture, characteristics, and features, it is noted
that communicating entities will have great diversity in term of types, capabilities, purposes, and
locations. Trusting those entities and their communications will require a minimum of security measures
to be applied across the whole NGI.

Such requirements emphasize the necessity of modularity,
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adaptability, and physical address independency as design considerations for building effective security
solutions that suits various communicating entities and technologies within both today’s Internet and
NGI.
Motivated with the need to provide a modular, adaptive, and network-independent security
solution for the NGI, we present our novel framework for communication entrustment that addresses the
abovementioned five design requirements. This includes an architecture base that allows high-level
identification to NGI entities, and involves considerations for its feasibility and applicability to the
existing Internet as a transitional phase to the NGI.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:


A Modular Communication Security Platform
Most machine communications established today rely on some sort of number-based addressing that
is usually fixed to a physical device or location. Recent development on the information technology
sector saw rapid increase in wireless mobiles and automation entities. Moreover, there is a drive in
the literature to develop content-optimized addressing as part of the ICN. As a part of our framework,
we present a modular high-level communication security subsystem that allows secure
communications between entities with different network technologies, and regardless of their
location. The applicability and scalability of this platform is achieved by the use of security aiding
entities and integration with high-performance authentication anchoring network subsystem that is
inspired by Domain Name Service (DNS), Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [16], IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) [17], Kerberos [18], and Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) [19]. The framework
utilizes separate control and data channels that allow location-free and distributed entity
communications. The authentication anchoring subsystem guides entities into communicating with
other entities, and provides a base for other systems to implement high-level addressing and
identification.

3
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Empirical Benchmarking Approach for Communication Security
Existing methodologies for investigating security solutions (mainly analytic) have always focused on
the operation of the security solutions themselves. The implementation characteristics, operational
context of the applications, and the entities utilizing the security solutions have usually little impact
on the performance results obtained by the existing analysis methodologies. In providing effective
communication entrustment framework, we present a practical and accessible basis for analyzing
security solutions from a communication perspective.



Lightweight Adaptive Security Operation that Works with a Wide Range of Entities Many of
the security solutions existing today rely on computationally-intensive cryptography to achieve strong
security guarantees. We believe that relying on computationally-intensive security engines alone may
not be effective in the world of IoT and battery-powered entities as there will be a substantial
computational impact on those entities’ availability and communication performance. In addition,
relying on single security engines for extended runtimes allows attackers to exercise minimal efforts
in breaking them. Therefore, we present a delay-based adaptive strategy that allows utilizing different
security engines to balance between communication performance and security. In search of reducing
the burden of utilizing security engine on low-profile entities while maintaining bearable security
compromise, the strategy allows the use of security engines that are considered ‘insecure” with shortlived keys. The presented strategy is not limited to cryptographic engines only, but also to any
security engine that requires computational resources.



Aiding Low-profile and Legacy Entities to Achieve Security in Communications
Low-profile and cordless-powered entities of the next generation Internet, such as IoT devices,
mobile systems, and virtual computers, do not usually have abundant computational resources and
energy that allow them to meet the growing performance and security demands. Moreover, legacy
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entities may not have the necessary implementation that allows them to communicate securely within
the next generation Internet, although our presented adaptive strategy can be supplemented into many
of those entities. As a part of an effective and flexible communication entrustment framework, we
present security aiding entities designed to allow low-profile, legacy, and non-IP entities to
communicate securely in the next generation Internet.

1.2 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 views the literature background
and related communication security efforts, discussing their shortcomings serving the NGI requirements.
Chapter 3 illustrates a high-level description of our CARE framework as an applicable communication
security solution for the NGI. Chapter 4 starts the thesis focus on the security operation adaptation aspect
of our CARE framework through evaluating the computational characteristics of security functions for
various computing devices. The computational characteristics evaluation, while primarily focused on
Message Authentication Code (MAC), is directly applicable to other security methodologies. Chapter 5
builds on Chapter 4 to introduce and evaluate a delay-based, lightweight and adaptive security strategy to
use in mobile communication sessions. Chapter 6 introduces and evaluates the use of communication
security aiding entities; incorporated with the proposed adaptive strategy to aid low-profile entities to
communicate securely. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses some possible future
directions.

5

Chapter 2
Background

In this chapter, we offer an overview of some relevant security principles in digital
communications, followed by a closer look into the architecture and characteristics of the NextGeneration Internet (NGI). We then overview general-purpose communication security approaches and
other security research efforts that accompanied the evolution of the computing technologies and the
Internet. We illustrate in detail the key design advantages and shortcomings of the discussed
communication security solutions and efforts in regard to the NGI and its outlined characteristics.

2.1 Introduction
Security has always been an essential matter in the world of Information Technology (IT).
Therefore, classifying security concepts and goals for IT has been covered by various government and
international agencies, such as CIA, NIST [20], The Open Group [21], to name a few. As a result of past
classification efforts, there are several principles that require addressing in order to build proper security
measures. The most prominent security principles can be listed as follows [22]:
• Availability: to ensure that published information and services are available for the intended Internet
users at the times and places specified by the publishers.
• Confidentiality: to ensure that classified data transmitted between intended Internet users is protected
from being exposed to unauthorized users, including eavesdroppers.
• Authenticity and Integrity: to ensure that the information received by intended Internet users is
genuine and has not been tampered with.
When it comes to digital communications, computing technologies have been rapidly evolving
over the last decade, giving lead advantages over regular physical communications for people, businesses,
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and governments. However, making use of such advantages does not come without security risks as
digital transactions are usually conducted through logical channels (e.g., digital signals) as opposed to
physical ones (e.g., materialized objects such as letters and packages). Due to their non-physical nature,
protecting and verifying logical channels impose greater challenges. Therefore, solutions intended to offer
communication security for IT networks are usually designed to apply carefully tailored measures and
concepts in order to effectively ensure the proper protection of the information transmitted and the entities
involved through logical communication channels.
In this chapter, we present characteristics, features, and requirements for having a future Internet
with entrusted communications, addressing both the growing communication security risks and the
shortcomings in existing security measures to comply with the presented requirements. We then review
some of the past efforts in developing general-purpose security solutions for the existing Internet in quest
of a collaborative set of existing security measures and efforts that can work with future generations of
networks.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 outlines possible characteristics
of the future Internet as observed from the relevant research work and the recent evolution of IT
technologies. Section 2.3 overviews the evolution of general-purpose security solutions and efforts in the
literature that target the existing Internet and networking technologies, and outlines the shortcomings that
face those solutions as if they were to operate within the future Internet. Finally section 2.4 summarizes
the chapter.

2.2 Next Generation Internet (NGI): Architecture, Characteristics, and Features
Before the TCP/IP-based Internet was made public in the early 1980s, its use was restricted to
academic and military researchers only. The initial designers of the Internet did not predict that the simple
research network would become the most complex and advanced network structure that it is today,
connecting and serving a huge diversity of people, businesses and governments around the world. In fact,
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the initial design of the Internet gave little to no attention to operational characteristics such as robustness,
security, and performance. Such inherent flaws have resulted in many disruptions, including the recently
witnessed security, reliability, and performance vulnerabilities, especially as the Internet has grown to
accommodate substantial scale and an increasingly wide array of technologies.
Today global economies are dependent on the Internet [23], and any breach of performance or
security can impact businesses and countries with substantial economic and political losses. Addressing
this risk, businesses and governments funded various research efforts toward securing the Internet, and
investigating the development of a better Next Generation Internet (NGI). Moreover, governments and
regulatory agencies proposed several policies and recommendations in regard to handling the growing
communication security exploits and cyber attacks. As a result, the interest in how to develop for NGI and
what the NGI characteristics would be has rapidly grown over last few years.
Several NGI research programs worldwide have been established, with directions focused on
either building an NGI through improving the performance and security of the current Internet, or
building a clean-slate NGI that address both current and future issues and needs. Existing NGI research
programs include Internet2 [24] in USA, NGI-NZ [25] in New Zealand, CANARIE [26] in Canada, and
European Next Generation Internet (Euro-NGI) [27]. These NGI programs mainly provide test-bed
networks and call for researchers to utilize these networks for designing and building improved
mechanisms and protocols, for the Internet, the NGI and beyond. Another NGI-related research program
is known as Global Environment for Networking Innovations (GENI) [28]. Unlike other research
programs, the main aim of GENI is to provide a worldwide test-bed framework tool that enables all NGI
researchers to design, implement, and test their components and protocols. The GENI test-bed
incorporates physical resources located at participating locations across the world, and its framework
gives researchers the ability to utilize various physical or virtual parts of these resources, known as testbed slices, for their research. Moreover, the trending research direction nowadays focuses on the
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advancements in the development of mobile and location-independent entities, such as in ICN and IoT
networks. Such trend led to the appearance of the Software-Defined Radios (SDR) [29], SoftwareDefined Networks (SDNs) [30], and SDN protocols such as OpenFlow [31], which provide easy and
economical test-bed and methods for researchers to develop solutions for the newly targeted networking
technologies.
Beside test-bed based research programs, there are several NGI research projects which seek
better NGI architectures. The Future InterNet Design (FIND) [32] project calls researchers to consider
what the requirements of the Internet in the near future will be, and to realize a future Internet if it is built
anew. The Internet 3.0 project (formerly known as Generalized Inter-Networking Architecture or GINA)
[33] was established to define a new clean-slate NGI architecture through addressing current Internet
issues in a holistic view instead of treating each issue individually. Internet 3.0 project researchers come
with an IP-based NGI architecture, named Mobility and Multi-homing supporting Identifier Locator Split
Architecture (MILSA) [34], which addresses various issues with the existing TCP/IP suite including
communication security and separation of identification from physical locations. Information-Centric
Network (ICN) [35] is another collective research effort with the goal of developing a futuristic contentbased Internet infrastructure that does not rely on host-centric architectures. Further reading about NGI
research challenges efforts including other projects and architectures can be found at [36], [37], and [38].
Even with NGI being such an active research area, there is no consensus on a unified set of NGI
characteristics, especially given the difficulty of predicting how technologies and services will advance.
Some research programs, such as Euro-NGI, predict that multiservice-multimedia, mobility, services and
fixed-mobile convergence, Quality of Service (QoS), and variable connectivity are basics in NGI.
Researchers from the Internet 3.0 project see the NGI as a green and secure Internet that supports
mobility, hierarchical access, distributed end-systems, and location-free identification.
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Observing how the existing Internet has evolved, and how the Internet community has predicted
further evolutions, we can outline our view of NGI architecture, characteristics, and features as follows:
• Topology Infrastructure: The core infrastructure will be interconnected mainly through high-speed
wired links, with remote and intercontinental parts of the core network connected through lower speed
wireless links. The edge networks will be largely dominated by mobile and wireless computing serving
end-users and communities. Businesses and organizations at the edge network will probably maintain
backbone communications through more reliable wired links.
• Communicating Entities: Unlike entities in the existing Internet, which mainly represent users and
application services, NGI entities can be any type with the ability to communicate. For example, an NGI
entity can be a computing device, an operating system, a user, an application, a distributed-service, a selfpublishing content/document, a sensor, a smart card, a virtual computer/cloud instance, an appliance, a
vehicle, etc. Mobile battery-powered, sensory and embedded computing entities will constitute a
substantially increasing part of the NGI. This latter phenomena is often referred in the literature as the
Internet-of-Things (IoT), where based on some estimates involves around 18 billion connecting in the
near future [39].
• Addressing: NGI entities will be uniquely identifiable at a high-level (or the application level)
independently from their locations and physical resources. Multiple entities can share a single hosting
entity, as with applications sharing the same web server, or users sharing the same appliance. Multiple
hosting entities can also be utilized by a single entity, for instance, when a user can be reached through
multiple voice services (e.g. home and mobile phones).
• Services: NGI will facilitate the evolution of real-time, sensory, and latency-critical applications,
including real-time multimedia streaming, location-independent content delivery, VoIP/video
conferencing, surveillance/monitoring, and alerting. NGI will further feature measures that guarantee
minimum service requirements for serving such applications, such as bandwidth and delay. Peer-to-peer
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services will dominate other mechanisms for providing content delivery, information sharing, and many
distributed services. The next generation of web sites will also become smarter, allowing users to interact
more naturally and spontaneously with online content, and responding more efficiently to their searches
and queries.
• Greenness: NGI will feature energy efficient measures. Transceivers within hosts, switches, access
points, base stations and routers will feature adaptive-power-on-demand transmission, where the
transmission power is adapted based on the amount and duration of transmitted data. Sleep-mode (or
duty-cycling) in NGI will be enhanced to allow efficient shutting-down of unused components, and to
allow efficient waking-up for components in need without compromising the NGI reliability or
performance.

• Security: Basic services for entrusted communications will be standard in NGI, with transmitted
information being protected and only linked to its authentic senders. Entities will be assigned unique
credentials, access permissions, and certain trust levels in order to Authorize, Authenticate, and Account
(AAA) them within NGI. Moreover, NGI will feature more effective measures to resist existing and
future cyber-security threats, and to reduce their impact on availability of the infrastructure and
applications. Examples of such measures might include precise identification of attacks’ true origins, and
energy-efficient enhanced blocking of distributed attacks through, for example, a network of co-operative
smart firewalls.
• Existing Internet Characteristics: Any prospective NGI proposal should take into consideration the
feasibility of implementation from both a practical and economical point of view. Thus, NGI should be
compatible with the existing Internet physical infrastructure and the legacy communicating devices.

2.3 Evolution of General-Purpose Security for the Internet
Over the history of the Internet, several security solutions were developed to ensure trustfulness
of established communications and authenticity of their sources. Examples include applying measures to
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protect communications and data from being tampered with, and using some sort of credentials to
establish and protect the identities of communicating entities [40] [41]. Utilizing one or more of these
solutions, developers were able to use the insecure Internet to establish successful user-based services
such as email, voice/video chatting and e-commerce.
Many of the existing security solutions achieve their goals through utilizing some sort of
computing cryptography; motivated by its current tendency to resist breakage in a timely manner.
Examples include:


The use of cryptographic-based infrastructures for identification and service authorization, such as
encrypted IDs within Subscriber Identification Modules (SIM) in cellular phones, and new
generation of chip-based banking cards, where SIM and banking cards are issued, authorized and
validated by their corresponding cellular operators and banks [42].



The use of a key-based or password-driven encryption in securing communications, or the use of
MAC services that can only be verified through an authentic cryptographic-based infrastructure, such
as the application of MD5 MAC approach in securing Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
communication sessions [43].



The use of cryptographic engines to digitally signing information through services offered by
cryptographic-based infrastructures, such as signing Adobe’s Portable Document Format (PDF)
documents with digital IDs that are linked to email addresses [44].

2.3.1 Accountable General-Purpose Efforts
The most accountable communication security solution used today is Transport-Layer Security
(TLS); designed as a general-purpose cryptographic protocol that provides reliable confidentiality and
data integrity services between any two communicating applications [40]. Another key feature of TLS is
its implementation on top of transport layer protocols. TLS can be easily deployed at entities without
having to modify Internet’s core infrastructure. Therefore, several Internet applications and protocols
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have utilized TLS to secure communications including web browsing, email, file sharing, and voice/video
calling. In addition, several modern communication architectures targeting wireless and multimedia
environments, such as Non-Access Stratum (NAS) [45], and IP Multimedia Platform (IMS) [17], and
trusted-third-party authentication systems, such Kerberos [18], utilize TLS as an underlying
communication security protocol. TLS has another variant, Datagram TLS (DTLS) [46], designed to
operate with transport-layer datagram protocols such as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), unlike TLS which is mainly optimized to work with the transportlayer stream-oriented Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
The TLS family, although being a generic communication security solution, may not be suitable as a
scalable communication entrustment solution for NGI. First, TLS is designed to utilize Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) for securing communications, which in turn relies on Public Shared Key (PSK)
identity certificates. Such certificates are not normally issued or revoked in real-time. Moreover, TLS is
not designed with association identifiers, and relies on utilizing protocols for providing the identifiers,
such as a combination of IP/port addresses, or PSK certificates. Such a does not design make it
transparent to utilizing applications; requiring each application to apply changes to be TLS compatible. In
addition, the dependency on a changing identifier such as IP address, or on a lengthy un-routable
identifier such as PSK, is not an efficient way of maintaining the future communication session scenarios
of NGI.
The architecture of TLS family imposes another challenge to the NGI suitability. Although the TLS
family allows for extendibility and addition of new cipher suites, it is not designed to be modular or
adaptive. The protocol usually utilizes PKI certificates, which are lengthy and highly computational;
leading to the appearance of other variants that utilize weaker keys, such as TLS-SRP [47]. Even with
TLS-SRP however, there is no mechanism to negotiate and adapt based on the context of the
communicating entities, which can cause performance-related and session maintenance issues for mobile
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entities and virtual entities jumping across various physical resources (as in computing clouds).
Moreover, the lack of proper modularity makes TLS unsuitable for deploying in limited-power entities,
where not all functionalities of TLS are required, such as the full encryption service.
IPSec is another general-purpose communication security solution that is introduced as a standard
feature in the IPv6 family of protocols, with optional implementation available for IPv4. Like TLS, IPSec
utilizes cryptographic keys to provide generic communications protection between entities. Unlike TLS,
however, IPSec is designed to operate at IP layer, transparent to upper-layer protocols and applications.
The design makes IPSec compatible with existing applications without changes. In addition, IPSec
provides communication protection to the entire Internet protocol stack, while TLS only provides
protection to the utilizing applications. However, IPSec deployment does require core infrastructure
changes unlike TLS.
IPSec, as with TLS, may not be suitable as a scalable communication entrustment solution for NGI.
First, IPSec uses IP addresses as entity identifiers. While there are extensions to IPSec to support mobility
and multi-homing communication scenarios, relying on lower-level identifiers such as IP address, is not
suitable for entity migration scenarios, as explained earlier. Moreover, protecting communication at the
network layer (a low-level layer) may cause communication performance degradation due to the inability
to modify IP packets to include network state and congestion feedback for optimized operations. IPSec
may not also operate in scenarios where firewalls are deployed to hide inner network architectures, since
firewalls usually require modifying IP packets by including new addressing information for intended
entities.

2.3.2 Other Considerable Efforts
In addition to the aforementioned general-purpose solutions (TLS and IPSec), there have been several
efforts to implement solutions in quest of providing security and identification services for certain
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environments, scenarios, and applications. For example, some of those solutions targeted the need of
process adaptation based on the resource availability and limitation of communicating entities. Some
other solutions have provided a way of uniquely identifying communicating entities regardless of their
location. Another group of solutions has utilized techniques for obtaining estimated risk and trust levels
for smarter automated decisions on what security measures to apply.
Solutions offering adaptive and/or modular operations include Adaptive SSL [48], Adaptive
cryptographic accelerator [49], ACSA [50] and RSSA [51]. In ACSA, the active cryptographic approach
is selected from a pre-ordered list of available approaches based on the host’s state (mainly CPU load),
network conditions, and the application requirements. In RSSA, for example, a combination of Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [52], aggregated utility function, and knapsack problem solver, is used to find
the suitable cryptographic approach. The selection of the suitable cryptographic approach is based on
application requirements (e.g. security strength) and operation costs (e.g. resources, performance, and
energy levels).
While existing adaptive security solutions can fit a variety of existing entities, they were designed
with an assumption of only managing approaches available at the intended communicating devices. There
are no design considerations for handing adaptations in scenarios where additional cryptographic
approaches are attached dynamically at run time, or where cryptographic operations can be offloaded
outside the main processor in quest of performance or energy-efficiency. Moreover, previous adaptation
solutions proposed negotiations for application requirements without identifying an approach for a
suitable interfacing. To increase the applicability of an adaptive communication protection solution, it is
important to be as transparent to the application as possible; minimizing redundant and unnecessary
application-specific interactions. For example, most application requirements are usually performancedriven, which can be retrieved from QoS traffic or priority mechanisms instead of getting them from the
applications directly. In the case of security requirements, the solution should be designed to be secure for
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all applications with minimum possible overhead, including the overhead result from the additional
required setup. Applications requiring additional security measures, such as a stronger encryption, can be
implemented as required at the applications themselves, with their enhanced versions utilizing adaptation
feedback information from the underlying communication protection solution. Other application
requirements can be provided via an independent profiling interface, for example, eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), without modifying the applications.
High-level identification have been existed in many solutions, including Domain Name System
(DNS) and Dynamic Domain Name System (D-DNS), Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [53], Mobile IP, PKI,
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [54], smart cards (including mobile SIM cards), eXtensible Resource
Identifier (XRI) [55], OpenID [56], Yadis [57] etc. They are implemented at different communication
levels to identify end communicating entities, and to allow entities to reach and/or trust each other, with
the help of third-party identification/authentication systems, such as Central Authorities (CA),
RADIUS/DIAMETER authentication servers [58], Kerberos [18], and single sign-on systems. While
most of these solutions provide a high-level identity abstraction from physical locations and devices, such
abstractions are mainly for only identifying users. Future entities (including applications, files, and
communication sessions themselves) should be directly identifiable to support the aforementioned NGI
communication trends in real time. There is no existing solution offering such high-level identification,
although some proposals for future Internet, such as MILSA [34] and Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP)
[19], offer ways to identify and authenticate entities in a hierarchical realm structure. A general-purpose
communication protection solution can still take advantage of some existing identification and systems,
instead of implementing new approaches, but with necessary modifications to fit all entities and yet
provide the desired high-level identification.
Security solutions utilizing risk and trust feedback exist widely in the industry, due to their
importance protecting communication interests for big businesses and governments. Such solutions
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include network intruder detection systems, anti-malware, deep-packet inspectors, and multi-challenge
authentications. RSA Adaptive-Authentication (RSA-AA) [59] represents a complete commercial
solution under this category, where a network’s security is assessed through a self-learning risk-based
analysis engine; allowing adaptive policies to be taken for a balanced security and usability. On one hand,
the design and complexity of such solutions do not usually suit low-end and resource-challenged NGI
entities and networking scenarios, such as in home networking and low-powered sensors. On the other
hand, such solutions can be deployed, with a proper modular and standardized interfacing, to a generalpurpose communication protection solution; offering customized trust rating indicators for
communicating NGI entities.

2.3.3 Applicability for the NGI Communication Security
It is observed that there are various security and identification services that are offering successful
services to many of today’s Internet applications and users. However, such solutions are often designed
to serve specific purposes for specific users under specific computing architectures. As a result, such
solutions may not be sufficiently suitable or scalable to offer communications entrustment service to
either today’s Internet or NGI. The unsuitability is accounted for by one or more of the following key
design flaws:
• Non-modularity: Existing solutions are usually designed to secure communication in a non-modular
way, with all services provided within the same package. Such design is usually complex and may not be
suitable for several communicating entities, especially low-end ones (e.g. TLS might not be suitable for
many IoT low-profile entities due to its high transmission overhead and cryptographic complexity). In
order to have a scalable solution that suits any NGI entity with minimum overhead, it should be designed
in a way that entities will only embed the suitable modules for their requirements and capabilities. In
addition, communications should be administrated via an extendible high-level protocol; designed to
allow the modular and transparent operation for both existing and future entities.
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• Context-unaware: Most security solutions have relied mainly on some sort of computing
cryptography; motivated by its current tendency to resist breakage in a timely manner. However, a secure
cryptography approach has proven usually to be computationally challenging, especially for delayintolerant applications and low-profile/battery-operated entities. In order to overcome limitations of
various entities in today’s Internet and NGI, is it essential to have an approach that scales and adapts to
the frequently changing context of those entities. As of today, there is no deployed general-purpose
security solution that incorporates an adaptive approach that meets the requirement to secure existing and
next generation Internet, although there are some earlier efforts that only address limited security aspects
of today’s Internet.
• Network-Infrastructure Dependency: Many existing general-purpose security solutions today rely on
low-level addressing (such as IP addresses and port numbers in IP networks) to sign their protected
communications with validation tags, such as Message Authentication Codes (MAC) [17]. In IP
networks, for example, changes in IP address and/or ports, due to mobility or entity migration, render
communications invalid, which can cause undesired communication interruptions or performance issues.
Even with the existence of solutions providing mobility support via identity/location separation, such as
in IMS, and NAS, those solutions rely on other IP-dependent security solutions such as TLS and IPSec to
protect their communications. A suitable solution should be able to sign protected communications with
some sort of unique high-level entity identification, instead of depending on a low-level network
addressing.
More generally, pieces of a complete communication entrustment solution for the Internet either exist
or have been proposed in the literature, with existence of collaborative combination of existing efforts,
such as using TLS in IMS, and using of PKI with IPSec. As of today, there is no proposed generic
communication entrustment framework that utilizes the suitable combination of approaches for
effectively securing the entire Internet and NGI. In the next chapter, we propose a context-aware
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communication entrustment framework. Inspired by the characteristics of the next generation Internet in
addition to the past efforts toward offering security services at different levels, our framework is
constructed on the principle that a communicating entity can be anything including open communication
sessions and virtual entities.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we look into the literature efforts toward transiting into the Next-Generation
Internet (NGI) while outlining characteristics, features, and requirements for having a future Internet with
entrusted communications. We then look into the evolution of general-purpose communication security
solutions for the Internet while outlining their shortcomings to be fitted for NGI communications. We
remark that although many of the discussed security solutions are proven to be effective in the area they
target, they are accompanied with inherent design issues that make then unsuitable for NGI
communication trends. We classify existing solutions to be either non-modular, non-adaptive, or have a
low-level network infrastructure dependency. We conclude that pieces of a complete communication
entrustment solution for the Internet either exist or have been proposed in the literature, with existence of
collaborative combining of solutions. Inspired by such finding, we in turn propose, in the next chapter, a
communication security framework, named CARE, which utilizes suitable combination of solutions and
methodologies for effectively securing both the existing Internet and NGI.
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Framework Overview
Driven by the shortcomings of the existing research efforts to meet communication security
demands for the NGI, we provide an overview for our proposed general-purpose communication
entrustment solution. In this chapter, we briefly illustrate our framework components and how they can
work toward covering communication security demands for NGI entities. We also discuss key
deployment challenges and recommendations of our framework in regard to securing next generation
networks.

3.1 Introduction
Communication protection services should be standard within any upcoming proposal for a future
Internet. Moreover, it is important for any upcoming communication entrustment framework to be highly
scalable and flexible in order to effectively secure future entities and complex communications scenarios;
allowing new and improved services to be introduced. In order to enhance the Internet and the IoT
experiences and allow for transition to the NGI, we believe that an effective communication entrustment
solution to serve the NGI must satisfy the following requirements and the achievable abilities.
1. Attack Resilience


Resists availability attacks such as resource exhaustion.



Offers real-time NGI-wide communication authorization and revocation privileges.



Interacts with security-enforcing devices such as access servers and firewalls.



Incorporates a solution to evaluate the trustfulness rating of established communications.

2. Scalability


Operates regardless of network size and complexity



Operates regardless of communicating entities’ resources and capabilities.
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3. Applicability


Deploys in NGI without significant modifications.



Should be feature flexible and extendible.

4. Mobility, Migration, and Multi-homing Support


Securely separates entity’s identification from its location with minimum overhead involved.



Securely maintains ongoing communications and reach ability of migrating entities.

5. Green and Sustainable


Introduces low overhead while maintaining sufficient security measures.



Adapts communication security according to entities’ resource and network context to
maximize sustainability.

6. Backward Compatibility


Supports existing legacy devices and applications in order to ease the transition between
existing and next generation Internet.

In this chapter, we address the aforementioned requirements via proposing a general-purpose
communication security solution, named Context-Aware and Real-time Entrustment (CARE), which
combines such a collaborative set of existing security efforts into modularly-structured framework. The
design modularity of our framework should allow for easy and cost-effective deployment with existing
networks, yet offer flexible and scalable communication security needs for the futuristic NGI entities.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces and overviews our
proposed CARE framework and its components. Section 3.3 discusses some key challenges on deploying
a framework like CARE and briefly outlines recommendations of how these challenges can be addressed.
Finally section 3.4 summarizes the chapter and outlines the roadmap for the remaining of the thesis
document.
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3.2 CARE Framework
The CARE framework consists of the following main components:
1. Communication Platform: A modular communication platform operating on the top of the transport
layer of the communicating entities. The modular high-level design should allow for an effective
context-aware and adaptive communication security operation according to entity requirements and
limitations with minimum modification needed for underlying network protocols and core
components.
2. Protocol: A context-aware message authentication protocol used by the CARE Communication
Platform. The protocol offers the base for identifying communication sessions and ensuring their
integrity and authenticity, allowing for the high-level identified communications as required for NGI.
3. Lighthouse Subsystem (CARE-LS): A group of hierarchically-structured and interconnected DNSlike nodes, where each node is responsible for its local network. The subsystem is responsible for
providing real-time keying services, trust rating feedback, and guided control channeling for the
entities communicating using CARE protocol; providing the support to achieve the outlined NGI
communication trends.
4. Security Resource Aider (CARE-SRA): a CARE-ready entity that aids other legacy and resourcechallenged entities in establishing stronger entrusted communications in order to provide backwardcompatibility and/or meet demanded security measures. The aider play an important role in ensuring
scalability and applicability of the framework through addressing security resource demands of
resource-challenged and legacy entities, and handling secured translations between various entities
belonging to different technologies within NGI.
Although we include the concept of both entity identification and trust rating in our framework,
they are not in the scope of this thesis. However, the high-level modular design of CARE should allow
further researches to develop identification structure/mapping and trust rating modules to be attached later
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to the framework. And unlike NGI proposals like MILSA, which require changes in existing network
protocols, CARE is intended to be implemented on top of existing protocols and network infrastructures;
yet at the same time allow for having a high-level separation between entities’ applications and their
underlying networking protocols. In the following subsections, we go briefly through the main
components of our proposed CARE framework.
3.2.1 CARE Communication Platform
The CARE communication platform represents the core of the CARE framework, designed to be
above the transport-layer protocols, as with TLS, for easier deployment without affecting the networks’
core. Unlike TLS, CARE communication platform is proposed to be transparent to the served entities, and
with modular interfacing allowing enhanced interactions with CARE-ready applications.
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the proposed components of communication platform at a CARE-ready
communicating entity. Each CARE-ready entity is featuring a basic protocol module, and a basic
abstraction/bypass

module

with

underlying

networking

protocols

and

technologies.

The

abstraction/bypass module is responsible for offering communication translation services between
applications and underlying network protocols, and for offering legacy communication support if the
other communicating party is not a CARE-ready entity. Enhanced CARE functionalities are provided
through additional modules hooked to the basic protocol module, with ability of those modules to
interface locally or remotely. This modular design allows entities to just implement the necessary features
as allowed by their capabilities, yet will provide flexibility and scalability of utilizing non-implemented
CARE functionalities through external sources.
In this thesis, we propose three CARE hook-able modules (i.e. they can be opted-out or
outsourced to a resource aider if entities do not have the capabilities to handle them). The first is an
security module that adapts cryptographic and other security-related operations based on the context of
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Fig. 3.1: CARE Communication Platform at Entities
CARE-ready entities and their established sessions. The second is a session control module that is
responsible for setting up and managing the established sessions between CARE-ready entities. The third
is a feedback module that is responsible for obtaining states and requirements for effectively handling and
optimizing CARE security and communication services.
 The Adaptive Security Module. This module is responsible to adjust the security operation according
to the communication context of a CARE-enabled entity. The module is proposed with a lightweight
design to fit with most entities types (physical or virtual). In simple entities where only one securityrelated approach is available, the CARE communication platform is not required to use a full-fledged
adaptive security module. However, if an external resource aider, with capability to offer a set of
various security-related approaches, is being used by a CARE-ready entity, the adaptation process is
done at that aider in the same manner as if the approaches where located locally. In addition, virtual
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entities with additional approaches can interface theirs to CARE communication platform of their
hosting entities. In Chapter 5, we further discuss the details toward designing this module.
 The Session Control Module. This module is used by CARE communication platform to setup and
maintain identities for established communications. When a CARE-ready entity registers in a network,
the module links itself to the corresponding local lighthouse server; setting up a separate channel to
exchange session establishment and control messages between the module and the linked lighthouse
server. The separate channel setup allows, in turn, for a secured separation between entities and their
physical locations. And therefore the module, although hook-able, is an integral part of the CARE
platform, and it should operate entirely within a CARE-enabled entity to unlock the platform’s full
potential.
However, incorporating a full-fledged session control module might not be appropriate for legacy
entities and simple-messaging applications. In such cases, the session control module can be partially
outsourced to a resource aider, which handles the exchange of control messages with the lighthouse
servers. These aided entities will, in turn, lose the ability to conduct session changes, mainly
migration, unless the corresponding aider imposes a technique to provide such ability.
 The Feedback Module. This module is used by CARE platform to setup and maintain the optimal
state of established sessions as per requirements. The module is to be interfaced with monitor probes
for checking the conditions of communicating entities and their corresponding networks. The module
is also responsible to interface with a service level enforcing module, such as a policy server, to obtain
service requirements from entities and network policies. Finally, the module is responsible to interface
with security probes, such as intrusion detection devices, to obtain, for example, trust and/or risk score
associated with establishing certain sessions.
The complexity of the feedback module (including the type and number of used probes) is subject
to the entity where it is incorporated. Simple entities, with no implementation of an active adaptive
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security module, can utilize a simple feedback module equipped only with trust/risk scores. High-end
entities, on the other hand, can improve their communication and security performance by benefiting
from feedback modules that obtain detailed resource and network information. Discussing the details
about how to implement session control and feedback modules for different entities and applications is
not in the scope of this document and left for future researches.
3.2.2 CARE Protocol
Inspired by and based on SIP [16], the CARE protocol consists of a two-channeled
communication between entities: control and data. The indirect control channel is handled, as indicated
earlier, by the session control module of the CARE communication platform while the CARE protocol
base module handles the direct data channel.
At the control channel, the session control module at the entity is responsible to locate and
establish communication with other CARE-ready entities. When an entity wants to establish a session
with a remote entity, the module queries the linked lighthouse server for the location of the remote entity.
If the remote entity is located, the module tries to communicate with it via the lighthouse subsystem
channel. Upon successful communication, Session Control modules of both entities proceed with
retrieving session keysets and identifier from their corresponding lighthouse servers, which in turn are
used for identifying and authenticating the session’s messages on the data channel.
The session control module is also responsible to manage ongoing session operation that requires
intervention from the corresponding lighthouse servers or remote entities. For example, the module may
request a change of a keyset or used cryptographic method to meet certain performance and resource
requirements. In case of handover or migration of sessions or their entities, the corresponding session
control modules will exchange control messages with both old and new linked lighthouse servers. Those
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Fig. 3.2: Proposed Basic Structure for a CARE Data Packet

servers, in turn, will inform the corresponding remote entities of the recent entity/sessions handover or
migration.
For the data channel, a basic CARE data packet structure is proposed in Fig. 3.2. The packet
holds solo 128-bit session identifier mapped to the identifiers of both source and destination entities,
which are mapped, in turn, to the corresponding underlying setups (e.g. IP addresses, ports, and used
transport-layer protocols). Totaling 3.4 × 1038 different identifiers, the use of 128-bit identification with
proper structuring should be enough to identify communications’ sessions for NGI entities while
maintaining a good packet size overhead. This, in turn, allows new communication sessions to appear as
new communicating entities that can be still reached by other entities (e.g. live stream). It also opens the
opportunity toward designing multi-party applications, where more than two entities can communicate
under a single communication session. Moreover, CARE data packet holds validation (MAC) tags for
packets’ content, but delegates the confidentiality measures (e.g. encryption) to be implemented as
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required at applications. This should provide an acceptable balance of entity privacy and network control,
where entities protect the confidentiality of their transmitted information while network operators verify
authenticity of transmitted messages.
While the header structure of CARE data packet resembles the one of datagram-based, it does not
mean that it will operate in datagram mode. For CARE protocol to be transparent to applications, it
should be based on the underlying protocol for the determining the transmission type; where different
interfacing sub-modules deal with their corresponding underlying protocols, for example, TCP, UDP,
DCCP, and SCTP. Moreover, the CARE platform can work, along with the help of CARE security
resource aiders, to allow abstraction/isolation of high-level communications from the lower-level network
protocols. Such abstraction might allow for the possibility of simpler future application development and
simpler communications with non-IP-based entities, such as Zigbee [60] and LoRaWAN [61] operated
nodes.

3.2.3 CARE Lighthouse Subsystem (CARE-LS)
Inspired by DNS, SIP, SDP, and IMS, CARE lighthouse subsystem consists of group of servers,
grouped in a realm hierarchal structure to help securely guide entities to the location of other entities
using high-level identifications. The CARE lighthouse subsystem securely guide entities of the changes in
established communications or changes in entities locations; hence the term “Lighthouse”.
CARE lighthouse subsystem architecture is similar to the SDP architecture in a way that the
lighthouse server assumes the role of the SDP controller and the CARE-ready entity assumes the role of
the SDP host [19]. Lighthouse servers are located in zones, at each zone there is one or a cluster of
lighthouse servers responsible for hosting identifications for home entities. Roaming entities at other
zones will still be identified through roaming lighthouse servers with their home identifiers, in which the
registration process is conducted between the roaming and home lighthouse servers in a way similar to the
approach used in cellular networks. Communications between entities, through the CARE platform
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Fig. 3.3: Handling Communication Sessions and Entity Migrations with CARE-LS

session control module, will be both established and controlled through the lighthouse servers in the zone
they are located. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the lighthouse servers can also help physical and virtual entities to
migrate between zones without interrupting sessions, similar to the roles of Mobile Switching Center
(MSC) in cellular networks, and Serving - Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF) in IMS [17].
The lighthouse servers are also responsible for generating a set of session keys for each identified
entity based on their identifications. Those key sets will be changed frequently based on the requirements
and risks as determined by communicating entities and network policies. In addition, the lighthouse
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servers are responsible to validate the session keys used by communicating entities during communication
establishment and maintenance allowing entities to trust each other. Moreover, the lighthouse servers are
responsible to exchange information regarding the available cryptographic approaches between
communicating entities.
Handling trust and risk ratings for communicating entities is another responsibility of CARE
lighthouse subsystem. Evaluation modules can be developed and hooked into subsystem, computing
relevant rating scores from information provided by communicating entities, network protection devices,
and risk-based engines such as the one used in RSA-AA [55]. Examples of relevant feedback information
can be a number of active users, a report of malware spread, an overloading alert of physical resources,
persistence use of weak security approaches across entities etc.
3.2.4 CARE Security Resource Aider (CARE-SRA)
The CARE-SRA plays an integral role to ensure successful deployment of CARE framework for
existing networks, giving the ability for legacy entities, non-IP-based entities, limited-resource entities,
and entities with insufficient security measures, to communicate securely within a CARE-enabled
Internet. For serving the purpose, the SRA subsystem provides the following security resource aiding
scenarios (refer to Fig. 3.4):
1) Gateways: Where information sent and received by entities from different network technologies to be
tunneled through the aider. The aider, in this case, is responsible to identify and direct traffic between
those entities and other entities within the CARE-enabled Internet.
2) Resource Lending: Where entities to ask the aider for necessary resources to secure or sign
communications in quest of meeting certain security and performance requirements. For example,
offloading certain cryptographic operations from a low-battery entity.
3) Guaranteeing/Witnessing: where entities ask the aider to witness or guarantee the established
communications in quest of improved security. Fig. 3.4 illustrates an example of such scenario, where
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Fig. 3.4: Aiding Scenarios with CARE-SRAs

a cellular phone is directly communicating with the Internet but asking a wireless SRA within its
range (via a red-dotted link) to become its guarantor and/or witness.
While in CARE-LS resources must be provided by network operators, in CARE-SRA resources
can be provided through the community. This results in having shared responsibility for protecting and
trusting communications and resources between the operators and the community. With such
involvement, network operators do not have to setup and maintain attack-vulnerable stationary SRAs in
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order to support unsecure and legacy entities. Instead, community provided SRAs will be responsible for
guaranteeing and aiding those entities to the entire CARE-enabled Internet environment, similar to the
case where persons guarantee their family/friends on certain tasks or items. However, a community SRA
should meet the following minimum eligibility requirements:
1) To be a CARE-enabled entity with aiding capability allowed (e.g. a dedicated server, a user device, or
a virtual machine).
2) To have unrestricted access to the network (a.k.a. is not restricted by a firewall or a time-based access
control).
3) To be trusted by a corresponding lighthouse server, or nominated by many trusted community CAREenabled entities.
In addition to the minimum eligibility, an SRA should be able to provide the necessary modules and
security measures to establish aided communications as demanded by the communicating parties. SRAs
that do not provide the necessary measures will not be accepted by the corresponding lighthouse server
for establishing aided communications. In Chapter 6, we further discuss the design directions of an SRA
for next generation mobile entities.

3.3 Deployment Challenges and Recommendations
To maximize communication security, we believe that our proposed framework should be
deployed with all reachable zones within the Internet. The carefully-tailored modular architecture of
CARE framework should help to easily conduct such deployment regardless of various requirements and
limitations of the serviced zones. However, there are challenges that can make such task difficult to
achieve. In this section, we discuss some of those likely challenges with possible insights and
recommendations of how to mitigate them.
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3.3.1 Communication Privacy
The key principle of CARE framework’s operation is to entrust communication sessions to
foreign entities and to have witnessing oversights over those sessions. Having witnessed communications
should reduce the chances for having security attacks and also will help reducing the resource demands
for securing individual entities. However this also comes at a cost of privacy, where other entities, mainly
security resource aiders, get access to sensitive information sent by the communicating entities.
Moreover, the lighthouse subsystem, by design, makes it easier for network operators and governments to
trace and control communication sessions.
Privacy has been addressed, in part, in the CARE framework. The framework, by design,
delegates confidentiality security measures to the communicating entities as a way to improve their
privacy chances. However, the delegation of confidentiality measures can be challenging for resourcelimited entities. In order for the resource-challenged entities to impose some degree of communication
privacy, they may elect to use different security resource aiders, along with a weak in-house encryption
service if possible (as a way of better-than-nothing security). Another privacy consideration, in addition to
the delegation of confidentiality, is that the framework’s lighthouse subsystem only handles session
control information. Therefore, the lighthouse subsystem only traces entities involved in a session but not
their transmitted information.
With this being said, communicating entities can increase their privacy and tracing protection via
the use of a tracing hiding services such as The Onion Router (TOR) [62], despite that the involved
network operators will still account and trace communications to those services. Investigating trace hiding
approaches that co-work with CARE framework is not in the scope of this thesis and is considered part of
a future work.
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3.3.2 Governmental and Industrial Restrictions/Regulations
Governments and industries usually implement different restrictions and regulations when it
comes to the operation of networks under their jurisdictions. A regulatory agency may demand to impose
certain tracing measures or a certain security strength level for all communication going through its
country. Another regulatory agency may demand certain minimum specifications for the network core
devices, such as firewalls and lighthouse servers in CARE framework, in order to be allowed to operate in
their network. Even with a modular architecture such as in CARE, adapting to different regulations may
cause challenges as different zones may not share any common communication security measures due to
restrictions and regulations, which in turn can result in the inability to communicate between those zones.
To address communication incompatibility that is a result of restrictions and regulations, it is
important to implement some sort of communication standardization procedure between the involved
regulatory agencies, which can be extremely challenging in many cases. Another option is to utilize some
sort of security gateway solutions, where gateways implement necessary interfaces to fill the gap created
by those restrictions and regulations. However the use of security gateway aiders, in such cases, may
increase the chance of failure and security risks due to the introduction of another intermediate entity to
entrust communication sessions with. Moreover, regulatory agencies may demand having control over
those gateways to meet their restrictions and regulations. Such a demand can be fulfilled, with a modular
architecture of security, to allow different regulatory agencies to design, certify, and load their
communication interface into the involved security gateways. Investigating modular security gateway and
communication interfacing design is also considered as a future research direction.

3.3.3 Communication Overhead
Although we consider simplicity in our proposed CARE framework design, it still imposes some
additional communication overhead as opposed to the use of basic end-to-end communication security
solutions. The added overhead comes from incorporating different components such as lighthouses and
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security resource aiders, along with two-channeled protocol proposed in CARE communication platform,
which can increase the risk of communication security failure if any of the components fail (such as
having a lighthouse network failure) or be deemed incompatible (such as in unavailability of common set
of security protocols between communicating entities).

Addressing the possibility of a framework

operation failure due to increasing complexity can be accomplished in one or more of the following ways.
 Operation Optimization: To ensure better availability of the framework components, it is important
to operate them in a manner where only sufficient resources are used to achieve the communication
security requirements. This includes optimizing the framework to involve the least possible number of
security resource aiders and lighthouses in a communication session. Moreover, the security
adaptation process of CARE’s communication platform should be designed to be lightweight on the
CARE-enabled entities. This can be achieved through using easy to compute context-awareness
metrics to ensure insignificant security adaptation overhead during the lifetime of communication
sessions. The next couple of chapters of this thesis focus on researching the computational
characteristics of mobile communicating entities and how it can be used to achieve a lightweight
security adaptation strategy that works with various communicating entities within NGI.
 High Availability: Important components of the CARE framework should be implemented with high
availability considerations especially in networks that cannot withstand communication security
failures. CARE-LS, for example, should incorporate the use of clustered lighthouse servers instead of
single ones and conduct load certification of them, similar to how the DNS is setup. Network operators
can implement policies in their firewalls and policy servers to allow their sub-networks to use backup
security gateways and higher-level lighthouses in case of lighthouse server failure for these sub
networks. The firewalls can be also configured to allow fail-safe legacy communication in case of the
failure of CARE-LS or CARE communication platform, in which the platform’s abstraction module
operates in a bypass mode that allows entities to communicate in a legacy fashion without the
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enhanced security provided by CARE. Other network operators, depending on the importance of
protecting their networks, may implement a fail-secure approach where a failure in the CARE
framework results in isolation or limited access to the affected networks. Investigating high
availability and fail-safety design options for CARE framework is not part of this thesis’ scope.
 Communication Platform Standardization and Interfacing: Increasing availability and reducing
probability of CARE framework failure can be achieved with proper standardization of the CARE
platform protocols, where all capable entities should implement minimum set of security measures to
avoid possible failures as result of security protocol incompatibilities. If the involved entities require
security services that are not part of the standardized platform setup due to specific requirements
imposed by their application or service provider, security resource aiders can step in such scenarios. In
Chapter 6, we illustrate in more details how security resource aiders can help complementing our
framework through helping into filling the aforementioned security incompatibility gaps.

3.3.4 Risk Management
As with other communication security solutions, CARE framework comes with its own set of
security risks that result from involving foreign entities in communication sessions. The risks include
communication tampering and malicious communication guidance if, for example, associated lighthouses
or security resource aiders are compromised. Such risks can be addressed within the CARE framework
through the following directions:
 Component Certification: A central-authority certification system can be used to certify the different
components of CARE, including their sub modules. Certifying CARE components reduces the chance
of an outside tampering attack since CARE should not load or connect to any non-certified
components. However this leads to an increased deployment cost of CARE framework and additional
processing overhead to ensure that loaded components and modules are certified.
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 Utilize Trust Scoring: CARE framework is designed to allow integration of a trust scoring system,
which in turn allows entities to decide how to adapt their security level based on the trustfulness of
their sessions. When it comes to trust scoring systems, they can either be maintained by network
operators or by the community. The network-maintained trust scoring has less chances to be tampered
with by malicious attacks but also has limited applicability imposed by possible restrictions obtaining
feedback information about other networks. The community-maintained trust scoring is usually less
restrictive in obtaining feedback information from community in other networks but is more prone to
be compromised especially if the scoring system does not include proper verification methods to
ensure the correctness of the scores. Moreover, different networks may implement scoring systems
with different evaluation, which makes the integration with CARE framework more challenging as a
result on non-standardization. Trust and risk scoring systems and how to interface them to CARE are
not discussed in this thesis and left for other researchers to investigate as future work.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a communication security framework, named CARE, which utilizes
suitable combination of solutions and methodologies for effectively securing both the existing Internet
and NGI. While outlining our CARE framework components, we emphasize on how they can help with
providing security services for the future NGI communication trends. Through the use of a modular and
adaptive high-level communication platform, a vast majority of communicating entities should be able to
utilize context-aware adaptive security services without major changes in the underlying networks. The
SIP-inspired two-channeled communication protocol, along with lighthouse communication guiding
subsystem, aids physical, virtual, and location-independent entities to communicate securely and freely in
both end-to-end and multi-party sessions. The security resource aiding system complements and provides
insurance for a successful CARE-ready NGI by offering a cost-effective security services to legacy, lowprofile, and resource-challenged entities that cannot utilize CARE capabilities on their own.
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We also illustrated that even with a modular general-purpose communication security framework;
there might be few challenges that can face the deployment of the framework into existing Internet and
network technologies. These challenges include but are not limited to communication privacy, regulatory
restrictions, framework overhead and availability, and having suitable risk management. We remark that
some of those challenges, such as privacy and risk management, are manageable to some degree with aid
from the CARE framework architecture. We also note the importance of component certification, high
availability, proper interfacing, and fail-safety measures on reducing the impact of the framework
integrity, overhead and availability, and in turn managing possible communication security failures and
malicious activates.
Finally, we emphasize that the aim of our thesis work is to provide a foundation that can be
researched and completed into a truly functional security framework for NGI communications. We
believe that the foundation should start with an understanding, via empirical analysis, of the
computational characteristics of communicating entities. In the next few chapters, we propose an
empirical analysis method that aids us into understanding such computational characteristics and helps us
into designing both a context-aware communication security adaptation strategy and a context-aware
security resource-aiding platform. We use the obtained characteristics to help toward designing a security
adaptation strategy for the CARE communication platform and a complimentary security resource-aiding
system. This is driven by our belief that addressing both the adaptation strategy and the security resourceaiding system should cover all aspects of resource demand, service incompatibilities, and special security
requirements for almost all future types of communicating entities.
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Chapter 4
Characterizing the Performance of Security Functions in Mobile Computing
Systems
We propose a benchmarking environment for evaluating cryptography-based security functions
from a communication perspective. In this chapter, we investigate how mobile systems’ design and
operation characteristics have a significant impact on the computational characteristics of security
functions. This chapter explores the evaluation metrics that can be used in benchmarking security
functions within various communication settings, and proposes the use of an effective delay-based metric
for the benchmarking process. The computational characteristics of some selected security functions are
evaluated under the proposed benchmarking environment and presented in the chapter. While the main
focus of the work is the widely-utilized mobile communication settings, the proposed evaluation scheme
can be applied to other communication settings and to non-cryptographic security functions.

4.1 Introduction
Information security represents an integral element for both future computing applications and
next generation networks. Without applying proper security measures, future computing services and
networks will not survive the growing number and variety of security attacks, risking potentially
catastrophic consequences for governments, businesses, and the people depending on these services. This
threat motivated decades of designing and proposing various functions, protocols, and frameworks;
targeting a wide range of security aspects at different levels within the computing industry. It also yielded
security architectures and systems such as IPSec, SSL/TLS, Kerberos, TCP-AO, SCTP-AUTH, to name a
few [63].
Given their strength advantage, several cryptographic functions have found their way as softwarebased and hardware-based solutions to provide information encryption and verification services. The use
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of cryptography, however, is computationally demanding in terms of both resources and processing time.
This is why early Internet developers avoided adopting such measures in various existing real-time and/or
high-speed services, depending only on non-cryptographic and less-secure approaches such as “strong”
passwords and “security” questions. These approaches, however, are inadequate for the changing
landscape of the Internet, including the rapid development of wireless communications and the increasing
popularity of smart mobile systems, and the introduction of new networking paradigms such as Peer-toPeer (P2P), Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Information-Centric-Networks (ICN).
Recently, several performance and cryptanalysis studies for existing and new cryptography-based
security functions have focused on evaluating the strength of cryptography-based functions and their
absolute physical resource demands. However, the evaluation of the absolute resource demands may not
be beneficial for effectively handling communication Quality of Service (QoS) since a resource demand
does not always translate into a required information processing latency in a communication session.
Moreover, both the diversity and the operation dynamicity in today’s mobile computing architectures
increase the challenge in finding a deterministic relation between the resource demand and the processing
time. Only slight considerations are made for how the functions behave under the constantly varying
resource capabilities of a mobile computing system. Without considering the dynamic nature of mobile
systems for the evaluation, an accurate estimation cannot be properly obtained for both latency and jitter
in the established communication sessions. Such voids in understanding can lead to undesirable
communication and system performance issues, especially in next generation networks such as IoT and
ICN, where many of the communicating systems are mobile with controlled/limited resource capabilities.
This chapter introduces a comprehensive benchmarking environment to evaluate cryptographybased security functions from a communication perspective. In this chapter, we propose a benchmarking
procedure for evaluating cryptography-based security functions in communication environments. In doing
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so, we suggest the use of a delay-based metric called apparent processing to facilitate a meaningful
evaluation for communication purposes as seen by the initiating mobile systems. The metric borrows
from the notion of apparent parallelism utilized in the context of parallel computing [64]. The evaluation
presented in this chapter is focused on an important type of cryptography-based security function which
generates Message Authentication Codes (MACs); a security measure that provides information integrity
protection service for communication sessions.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 surveys related work and
evaluation/benchmarking architecture, and illustrates the need for benchmarking security functions in
mobile computing systems from a communication perspective. Section 4.3 describes how a cryptographybased security function is evaluated in terms of the resource demands, and offers guidelines on how to
properly evaluate it for communications. Section 4.4 details the benchmarking environment used to
evaluate selected MAC security functions. The results of a benchmarking analysis for the evaluated
security functions results are presented in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 lists considerations and challenges that
are observed from the benchmarking analysis. Finally, we summarize the chapter with conclusion and
future directions in Section 4.7.

4.2 Background and Motivation
Cryptography-based security functions include stream/block ciphers, public key cryptography,
cryptographic hashing functions, and message authentication code functions. Security measures offered
by these functions mainly include information encryption/decryption, validation, and signing. Conducting
performance studies for cryptography-based security functions has been the focus of several works in the
literature: evaluating different implementations directly and indirectly for various applications [65] [66],
architectures [67] [68] [69] [70], and network structures [71] [72]. Those studies usually aim to illustrate
the performance superiority of certain security functions, or the shortcomings of some other security
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functions. If we exclude cryptanalysis-related studies, an evaluation of a security function can primarily
be based on one or more of the following metrics:


Processing Power: Concerns the absolute processor cycles or number of execution steps required by
the evaluated security functions [67] [69] [73]. Evaluation of the processing power is essential to
ensure that the evaluated functions operate in a timely manner under several computing systems, and
to observe the resistance of the evaluated functions against certain availability attacks, such as denialof-service.



Demanded Memory Space: Concerns the memory size, measured in bits or bytes, required statically
and/or at run-time by the evaluated security functions [71] [73] [74]. The evaluation of memory space
demands is primarily for investigating the suitability of implementing security functions in spaceconstrained computing systems, such as sensors and smart cards, where the memory space is limited
to few kilobytes.



Throughput: Concerns the output rate, in terms of bits or bytes, of the evaluated security functions
[68] [73] [75] [76]. This study usually is linked to the processing power and represents the suitability
of integrating security functions in high-speed networks and services. Usually these types of networks
and services, such as terrestrial networks, do not require certain communication latency/jitter
guarantees.
In addition to the above-mentioned efforts, several benchmarking suites for evaluating

cryptographic performance have been introduced. The main aim of these suites is to evaluate how fast a
cryptography-based function computes under diverse conditions. Examples include NPCryptBench [77],
eBACS [78], and Crypto++ [71]. These suites also feature benchmarking for different message sizes (as
with eBACS), benchmarking for operating under network processors (as with NPCryptBench), and
benchmarking for multiprocessing performance (as with Crypto++).
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The majority of the performance studies and benchmarking suites presented above are centered
on evaluating the security functions under different computing architectures. Such evaluations do not
capture the dynamic nature of mobile computing, which is extremely dependent on the active computing
context, not on the computing environment context where they are evaluated, or on the application/service
that they are evaluated for. While it is essential to analyze a security function to understand its nominal
demands and characteristics, such an analysis may not be beneficial in practice as the characteristics and
operation behaviors of today’s computing systems and applications are complex and diverse. For
example, today’s mobile systems are powered by various single-core and multiple-core processors whose
operations vary on the run [79]. Meanwhile, many mobile systems are equipped with additional hardwareassisted components to offload computing intensive operations such as graphics and cryptography from
their main processors, while the base applications and services are still maintained by the main processors
[80]. The existing benchmarking approaches and suites are thus limited in understanding the operational
impact of security functions on a communication session, especially since the benchmarking is handled
outside the core or processor where the communication session is handled.
To further elaborate, different considerations must be taken into account when evaluating any
cryptographic security function from a communication perspective, including:


Context: The resource capability of a computing system can be a reflection to the surrounding
context. For example, factors such as the operating temperature, power source, local time, demands of
the calling applications, activities of other communicating entities on the local network, to mention a
few, can greatly affect the processing timeline of the operating security functions, regardless of the
actual resources required. Thus, in communications, it is more informative to be aware of how much
time is needed to apply communication security measures instead of the amount of resources
required. Such awareness can be helpful for a more effective Quality of Service (QoS) management
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in communications guarantees, which is mainly correlated to the transmission latency, not to the
absolute resource utilization.


Resources Involved: Next generation Internet protocols and their related operating systems will have
several security measures as a standard feature. The execution of the supported security functions can
be locked on certain processor cores and/or memory space in order that such functions do not render
the system unusable in case of high load. Previously conducted performance studies commonly
focused on the processor power consumed by an evaluated function without taking into consideration
how many cores are involved by executing that function.



Extra-Processor Computation: There are implementations of security functions that execute outside
the main processor, e.g., an external cryptographic processor. Yet in such instances the main
processor is still responsible for handling the communication session utilizing the security function.
Evaluating the processing power on either the main processor or the external processor alone may not
sufficiently indicate the effective performance analysis of that communication session.



Implementation Heterogeneity: The resource capability of a system can refer to the implementation
of the security functions on the communicating systems. Some systems may have hardware circuitry
or hardware-assisted instructions for the cryptographic encryption or hashing engines.

Several

systems use security functions that are designed to run on multiple simultaneous processors, while
other systems use functions that are designed to run on single processors. Even systems which have
the same physical capabilities can have different software implementations for the same security
function. Such implementation-dependency leads to diverse performance trends between
communicating systems. This diversity can cause performance or availability issues for limitedresource communicating systems such as sensors.
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Resource Management: The majority of mobile systems today are equipped with some sort of
resource management technique, aimed mainly at providing an energy-efficient operation. In such
systems, the useful resource capabilities are subject to the mobile system’s resource management,
which normally operates dynamically based on the processing demands. As with the implementation
heterogeneity, communications between mobile systems with dynamic resource management
techniques can have diverse performance trends, including the non-deterministic performance
expectations of security functions operating on those communications. In addition, expectations of
how mobile system resources are controlled does not necessarily reflect on how security functions
will behave. For example, doubling the processor clock speed on a mobile system does not mean that
the operating MAC functions will take exactly half the processing time, as they are subject to other
architecture factors such as the design of the processor execution pipeline, and the I/O bus’ speed.



Workload Concurrency: Previous studies did not consider the use of concurrent workloads (for
example, to simulate multiple connections) for their evaluations. With concurrent workloads, effects
of scheduling, memory and I/O demands can be reflected on the processing time, giving more
realistic performance determination from a communication perspective, such as computing the
system’s capacity with respect to the number of concurrent connections.
It therefore becomes obvious that there are substantial considerations to be made beyond

processing power, memory demands, throughput, or even the strength of the evaluated security functions
themselves. It is clear that a security function may not be implemented or executed across different
mobile computing architectures, and so many existing security protocols with predetermined underlying
security functions cannot suit every existing and future mobile system. Moreover, existing protocols
usually rely on having a predetermined security function that operates statically during a connection
lifetime; which makes them vulnerable for easier attacks as opposed to if they have a methodology to
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frequently change the operated security function during that connection lifetime. Future security protocols
may then need to implement some sort of adaptive selection and operating functions that securely serve
current and future communicating applications regardless of their requirements or the capabilities of their
computing environments.
The objective of the work presented here is to realize an environment that accurately and
effectively characterizes the effect of aforementioned considerations on the computational behavior of the
security functions operating in communication environments. This work emphasizes the significance of
evaluating security functions from the communication perspective and beyond their actual demands and
requirements.

4.3 Understanding the Performance Evaluation for a Security Function
Basic tasks for the cryptography-based security functions existing today can be categorized into
one of the following categories.


Keying: where security functions assign a “secret” phrase to be used in cryptographic operations.



Encryption: where security functions use a cryptographic methodology, in conjunction with the
“secret” phrase, to alter information such that it cannot be restored without having the “secret” phrase.



Decryption: where security functions use a cryptographic methodology, in conjunction with the
“secret” phrase, to restore previously encrypted information.



Hashing: where security functions use a cryptographic computation to generate a fixed and unique
checksum tag (or hash) for given information.
Other well-known security frameworks and solutions such as public key infrastructure, digital

information signing and message authentication, utilize one or more of the aforementioned basic security
functions.
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As with other computing elements, security functions are evaluated in terms of their time and
space complexities. However, security functions differ in that their key objective is to resist breakage
attacks and process information in a timely manner, and are thus further evaluated in terms of
cryptanalysis and information throughput.
The following subsections elaborate on how the performance of security functions is commonly
evaluated in the literature.
4.3.1 Current performance evaluation approaches
Performance studies in the literature evaluate security functions using one of two major
approaches: analytical and empirical. The analytical approach involves the use of theory and
mathematical proofs to determine the time and space complexities of the analyzed function. Such
approach also focuses solely on the performance of the analyzed function, and does not consider the
effects of the computing mobile architecture and the operating context, e.g., impact of scheduling
preemption or the processing power optimization.
The empirical approach involves the use of measurement probes to understand the performance
of a function at runtime, and yields a more realistic performance view. The empirical approach is
therefore more appealing to application developers as it helps in the proper design of security-critical
applications. However, conducting a performance study under this approach is usually subject to the
implementation of the analyzed function and the hosting system. The scope of an empirical performance
study is therefore typically subject to a limited range of computing systems that share similar architectural
characteristics.
Regardless of which approach is used, security functions are analyzed in the literature in terms of
the processing power, the demanded memory space, or the throughput. Table 4.1 summarizes the abovementioned metrics with their most commonly used units.
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Table 4.1: The Metrics for Evaluating Basic Security Functions
Function

Metric

Evaluation Unit

Keying

Processing Power

Processor’s Clock Cycles (Cycles)

Encryption

Processing Power

Processor’s Clock Cycles per Byte(Cycles/byte)

Decryption

Processing Power

Processor’s Clock Cycles per Byte(Cycles/byte)

Hashing

Processing Power

Processor’s Clock Cycles per Byte (Cycles/byte)

All

Demanded Memory Space

Byte

All (except

Throughput

Bits per Second (bps)

Keying)

4.3.2 Evaluation from a communication perspective
When it comes to production computing environments, security functions do not operate in
isolation, and are always executed as parts of other computing applications or services; as is the case with
communication protocols and services. Taking into account the aforementioned considerations, the
following guidelines should be followed when implementing an evaluation setup for testing security
functions in communications.


Empirical Evaluation: When we consider real-time and delay-critical applications calling auxiliary
functions, such applications are highly dependent on how long a called function takes rather than how
much resources that function requires [81]. In addition, the existing diversity of computing
architectures and software implementations poses complex challenges for researchers who use
analytical approaches for evaluating an application’s performance.



Understanding Communication Session:

Modern

communication sessions between each other.

computing entities establish

multiple

Within the established sessions, information is

transmitted across various network interfaces in the form of packets. As a result, if a security function
is employed in a communication session, it will typically operate on the transmitted packets. Thus,
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Measuring
Probe

Measuring
Probe

Call

Call

Application

Application

Security Function

Security Function
Return

Return

Measuring
Probe

Measuring
Probe
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1: Placement of the evaluation probes (a) within the evaluated security function, and (b)
within the calling application

the evaluation of a security function should be conducted in a way that reflects aforementioned
communication characteristics. For instance, an involved security function should be evaluated under
the existence of concurrent communicating sessions that operate on various packet sizes.


Placement of the Evaluation Probes: Measurement probes are usually placed into the
implementation of the evaluated functions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a). Such placement does not take
into consideration the overhead caused by the switching from and to the calling application. This in
turn distorts the performance and availability measurements sought. From a communication
perspective, a better placement is within the communication session process, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).



Evaluation Metrics: With today’s sophisticated mobile computing hardware and software, it is
extremely challenging to observe the absolute demands of an evaluated function, especially if this
function and its calling application are handled by independent software and/or hardware
components. For instance, a communication session calling a security function handled by an external
crypto-processor will not be dependent on the function’s absolute with respect to the main processor.
In such a scenario, it is more practical to evaluate the security function’s demands as they appear to
the calling application.
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4.4 The Benchmarking Environment for Evaluating MAC Functions in Mobile Systems
In this section we introduce our benchmarking environment for evaluating MAC functions in
mobile systems from a communications perspective based on the guidelines detailed above. It should be
noted, however, that the guidelines can be applied in benchmarking any resource-demanding
cryptography-based security function and in any computing system.
A MAC function has three main operations. The first operation is known as keying, where a
secret key is assigned to the MAC function to be used in generating secure MACs. The second operation
is known as tagging, where MACs are generated and attached to the corresponding messages. The third
operation is known as validating, where a message is validated against a MAC attached to it.
MAC functions are powered by two types of cryptographic functions: hash or block-cipher [82].
Hash functions [83], such as MD5, SHA1, and SHA2, are one-way compression algorithms that map
variable-length large messages into short fixed-sized strings that are unique to their corresponding
messages. Block-cipher functions [62], such as AES, TWOFISH, SERPENT, and RC6, are
encryption/decryption algorithms designed to work on fixed-sized portions of given messages called
blocks. MACs are generated either by directly hashing combined messages with provided secrets using
hash functions, or by hashing message blocks encrypted with provided secret phrases of keys when using
block-cipher-functions.
In order to successfully evaluate the MAC functions for communication purposes within mobile
systems, it is important to have a benchmarking setup that effectively describes the true nature of both
mobile environments and communications. To achieve this, the benchmarking setup should incorporate
the use of mobile production systems, and production operating systems configured for everyday usage.
For communications, the setup should emulate concurrent processing of message authentication and
utilize realistic message lengths used in major mobile protocols.
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In the benchmarking setup presented in this work, real architectures from three major popular
brands in mobile computing were evaluated. A customizable Canonical Ubuntu distribution of the Linux
operating system, in which its kernel is powering many of today’s mobile systems, is used. The workload
is made to apply message authentication processing in a simulated communication mode while
controlling some operational factors such as cores involved, number of concurrent sessions, and session
duration. The evaluation workflow is also designed to ensure that both workloads and their parameters are
appropriate for the studied systems. Finally, the evaluation metrics are selected to observe computational
characteristics of the studied systems.
The following subsections, 4.4.1 – 4.4.5, elaborate on the details of the benchmarking setup.

4.4.1 Environment
The environment is designed to ensure the minimum influence from the operating system on
benchmarking. All experiments in this study were conducted under the Linux operating system
environment (Ubuntu 12.04 LTS). The chosen operating system running in Gnome desktop mode uses the
“Completely Fair” scheduler for scheduling its processes.
A well-known cryptographic library, Crypto++ (v. 5.6.2), is used for this study as the provider for
the evaluated MAC functions. This selection is motivated by the library’s popularity among academia for
studying cryptographic performance and cryptanalysis [71]. It is also open-source and has cross-platform
compatibility, making it suitable to run under various operating systems and computer architectures. The
library further has both hardware-assisted and software-only implementations for some functions such as
AES (using x86 AES-NI extension) and SHA-256/512 (Using x86 SSE-2 extension), making it a good
option to test the effect of different implementations using the same hardware. More significantly, the
library has its own benchmarking tool that can be used as a verification tool to ensure the correct
operation of our benchmark.
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Evaluation results were obtained for MAC functions running under the following architectures
that represent most of the existing mobile systems in the market.


x86-based (32-bit) laptops and tablets: Intel Core I3 M350 (32-bit mode; Dual-core with SMT), Intel
Core I5 650 (32-bit mode; Dual-core with SMT), Intel Pentium 4 M 3.0GHz (Single-core with SMT),
Intel Atom D525 (Dual-core with SMT), and AMD Opteron 2354 (32-bit mode; Quad-core)



x86-based (64-bit) laptops and tablets: Intel Core I5 650 (64-bit mode; Dual-core with SMT)



ARM-based (32-bit) smart phones and tablets: Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8
(Single-core), and Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (Dual-core)

4.4.2 Workload and Workflow
An in-house multi-threaded benchmarking application is written to evaluate selected MAC
functions via controlled dynamic mobile communication environments. The application uses
multithreading to create workload instances in order to minimize the effect of memory switching on the
measurement accuracy. The application was also equipped with a method for binding the execution of the
workload instances into certain predefined cores in order to prevent process migration. Moreover, a
resource-control module was integrated into the benchmarking application in order to control the
following resource management features found in mobile systems:


Frequency Scaling: reduces or increases processor clock speed based on the applications’ demands.



Simultaneous hardware Multi-Threading (SMT): improves processor utilization (and reduces wasted
energy from underutilization) through executing multiple hardware threads per core. With SMT
enabled, it is expected that processor temperature will be higher as the processor will do more work in
this case.
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Fig. 4.2: Benchmarking workload procedure for tagging operation



Processor/Core Parking: parks (also known as shutdowns or idles) some of the active processor/cores
in case of low demands. Modern mobile systems also utilize this feature in order to reduce operating
temperature.
The benchmarking workload procedures for tagging and keying are respectively illustrated in Fig.

4.2 and Fig. 4.3. Since typical communication sessions usually run concurrently with different durations
and message lengths, the workload is implemented to simulate such conditions while assuming a fixed
selection of evaluated function and fixed session duration per run to simplify the evaluation. In addition,
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Fig. 4.3: Benchmarking workload procedure for keying operation

the workload executes the evaluated function as if it is in a typical production session. Under each of the
studied architectures, the workload is applied with no other foreground applications running except for
the Gnome desktop environment in order to reduce the effect on the measurement accuracy.
The workload creates

session threads to emulate the existence of

transmitting messages ranging from
threads representing

bytes to

communication sessions

bytes. For each thread, there are

background

concurrent communication sessions. Within each session, measurements are

taken using both the processor clock and the system’s wall clock. The period of taking measurements is
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defined by interval from
session duration , with

to

, where

and

are predefined time values between 0 and the workload

.

Fig. 4.4 describes the benchmarking workflow procedure. This procedure is essential to ensure workloads
are being applied to suit benchmarked systems, and measurements obtained are accurate and informative.
First, a benchmarking scenario is defined to include the number of connections, the function to evaluate,
and the available/allocated resources. Through the process, obtained measurements are analyzed and
validated. For example, the accuracy can be affected by resources overutilization, insufficient session
duration for reaching the steady state, inappropriate measurement period, or insufficient collected result
samples. In this case, their corresponding parameters, which are the number of connections , the session
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duration

the measurement period

, and the number of iterations k will be adjusted accordingly for

the next workload.
4.4.3 Metrics
Cryptography-based security functions are known to be computationally demanding, but many of
them do not pose extensive memory and I/O demands. This makes the processing power the most
reasonable evaluation metric for these functions. In our study two types of the processing power metrics
are considered:


Absolute Processing Power: Defined as the actual number of clock cycles that a CPU uses to execute
a function.



Apparent Processing Power: Defined as the calculated number of clock cycles that a CPU appears to
use for executing a function, from the calling application perspective.
Both power metrics are evaluated in two modes:



Task Mode, where the metrics are evaluated for individual function calls.



Average Effective Mode, where the metrics are evaluated for all involved function calls during an
evaluation session and averaged over the number of those function calls.
In this study, only “keying” and “tagging” operations are considered for the processing power

evaluation, as the “validating” operates similarly to the “tagging” operation.

4.4.4 Evaluated MAC functions


Hash-based MAC (HMAC) [83]: a hash based algorithm used for message authentication in various
popular Internet protocols (e.g., IPSec and TLS [63] [40]). Evaluated hash functions under this group
are MD5, SHA1, SHA2-256 (simply SHA256) and SHA2-512 (simply SHA512).



One-key MAC One (OMAC1 or simply OMAC): also known as CMAC; a block-cipher based
algorithm that was introduced to resolve security flaw of its predecessor, CBC-MAC when generating
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MACs for variable-length messages [84]. In 2005, NIST recommended using OMAC for operating
block-cipher based authentication [85]. Evaluated block-cipher functions under this group are
RIJNDAEL, TWOFISH, SERPENT, and RC6, all of which were the finalist candidates in the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) selection process with Rijndael becoming the official AES
[67].


VMAC: a block-cipher based algorithm designed to offer a high-performance message authentication
service [86]. Optimized for 64-bit computing architectures, VMAC utilizes block cipher functions
via a “universal hashing” algorithm and secret key to generate MACs for a given message. Evaluated
block-cipher function under this group is AES, which is the only implementation available for VMAC
at the time of study.

4.4.5 Measuring Assumptions
The measuring overhead is taken into consideration when setting up the workload in order to
minimize its effect on the measurement accuracy, especially for evaluating the processing power in
average effective mode. Meanwhile, the processing memory utilization is assumed to be reflected in the
processing power to some degree due to the increased I/O activity resulting from the process/thread
transfer into memory for sleeping. Finally, voltage scaling, which saves power through reducing the
operating core voltage and which is not manually adjustable, is assumed not to affect the processing
power.

4.5 Benchmark Analysis
Three scenarios are investigated in this benchmark study. The first observes the generic
computational characteristics of the evaluated functions across various mobile computing architectures.
The effect of the mobile resource management on the computational characteristics is the focus of the
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second scenario. The third scenario is concerned with observing the role of the process scheduling on the
computational characteristics of the evaluated functions.

4.5.1 Observing the generic computational characteristics
In this benchmark scenario the workloads run for k =10 iterations with sessions running for t =
20 seconds. The measuring start (t1 = 5 seconds) is set to give enough time for the sessions to reach
steady-state stage. The measuring end (t1 = 15 seconds) is set lower than t to prevent the premature ending
of sessions from affecting the measurement quality. The resource-management control module is disabled
since the focus is on the generic computational trends of the evaluated functions. However, the executionbinding control module is used to bind the sessions to their allocated resources so session migrations do
not affect the measuring accuracy.
Figs. 4.5 – 4.8 show the processing power for the evaluated functions under different
architectures and implementations, with 100 simultaneous sessions per workload and message lengths
ranging from 16 bytes to 64 kilobytes.
1) General computational trend for architectures using the same function implementation. The
computational trend, using the same implementation for Crypto++ library is mostly similar across
evaluated architectures. However, there are non-deterministic differences in the performance despite
having the same software implementation running across the evaluated architectures. This appears
more clearly with the absolute demanded resources in each of the evaluated architectures. Such nondeterministic behaviors are due to how different architectures are designed to handle and optimize
execution of programs.
We remark from Figs. 4.5 – 4.8 that the apparent processing power, which reflects the processing
latency as seen by the communication sessions, differs from the absolute one under the same
evaluated architectures. In multi-core computing environments, such as in Figs. 4.5 – 5.7, the
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Fig. 4.5: Processing Power of Tagging Operations under Intel Core I3 M350 (32-bit), using
software-only Crypto++ Library

Fig. 4.6: Processing Power of Tagging Operations under Intel Core I3 M350 (32-bit), using
hardware-optimized Crypto++ Library
processing latency, from the session perspective, appears to be better than the absolute demanded
resources, and it is somehow related to the number of available processing cores. We note, however,
that the apparent processing power is also subject to the contention effect with the background
processes and I/O demands, as with Fig. 4.7 where there are two quad-core processors but the
apparent processing power appears to be up to 6 times better than the absolute one.
2) Computational trend versus message size. The computational trend changes with message sizes under
different architectures. Systems and services can therefore optimize the selection of the best
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Fig. 4.7: Processing Power of Tagging Operations under AMD Opteron 2354 (Dual Quad-core
Processors - 32-bit), using hardware-optimized Crypto++ Library

Fig. 4.8: Processing Power of Tagging Operations under Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM
Cortex™ A8 (32-bit), using software-only Crypto++ Library

performing function based on the size of the transmitted messages, provided that other factors such as
security strength and key setup time are also taken into consideration.
3) Effect of a function’s implementation on computational trend. In the hardware-assisted
implementation of Crypto++, as shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7, functions such as AES and SHA take
advantage of speed boosting. While in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.8 both AES and SHA lose their advantage.
The computational trend has changed with HMAC-MD5 being the fastest processing 64 kilobyte
messages, and HMAC-SHA512 being the slowest (as opposed to VMAC-AES128 for fastest and
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OMAC-SERPENT for slowest in the hardware-assisted implementation). Such change in the trend is
due to the fact that software-only implementations usually require higher I/O and memory operations
than the hardware-optimized one. This is reflected most with the HMAC-SHA512, which operates on
larger 1024-bit message blocks as opposed to the 512-bit message blocks in the other evaluated
functions, and so requires higher I/O operations.
Similarly, we note that implementations built for 64-bit architectures have different trends from the
ones built for 32-bit architectures. In the 64-bit mode, HMAC-SHA512 benefits from the larger 64-bit
register space which reflected positively on its I/O operations and so its performance. Same thing is
observed with AES-based MAC functions, such as VMAC-AES128 and OMAC-AES128, since AES
in 32-bit mode requires higher memory access [87].
4.5.2 Observing the effect of the mobiles’ dynamic resource management on the computational
characteristics
This benchmark scenario is constructed to provide a proper understanding of how the dynamic
environment of mobile systems can affect the computational characteristics of the evaluated functions. In
this scenario, we utilize the resource-management control module to observe the environment dynamicity
in a controlled manner. Other evaluation parameters are the same as with the benchmark scenario in
subsection 4.5.1, except that the message size is selected to be 2048 bytes, which represents the lowest
value with order magnitude of 2 that is bigger than the Ethernet packet size of 1500 bytes. Moreover, we
do not use the execution-binding module in order to observe the effect of session migrations on the
measurements.
1) Observing the effect of frequency scaling. The results for frequency scaling are shown in Figs. 4.9 and
4.10. Since frequencies are usually available in several steps, we only focus on three frequency levels
for each processor: the highest, the middle, and the lowest. It is intuitive to expect that the absolute
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Fig. 4.9: Processing Power of Keying Operations verses CPU frequency under Texas
Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

Fig. 4.10: Processing Power of Tagging Operations (2048-byte messages) versus CPU frequency
under Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (32-bit)

processing power should remain the same regardless of the changes made in frequency scaling (The
actual processing time, however, is naturally expected to change). This is because absolute processing
power is measured in cycles not seconds. Practically, this is not the case for all/most processors
evaluated.
The only evaluated system that follows the aforementioned intuition is the Intel Core I5 650, which
exhibits only slight irregularities in the performance of keying operations. These irregularities are
mainly due to the resource contention with the OS and background processes, especially with the
keying operations being of the light-processing type.
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In architectures with considerably slow memory and I/O access compared to processor clock speed
(especially with entry-level systems such as ARM architectures with high-speed CPU clocks), the
increasing of the processor clock frequency leads into an increased number of wasted cycles. This
appears noticeably with light-processing (Fig. 4.9) and/or I/O-intensive (Fig. 4.10) operations, such as
with HMAC-SHA512 in 32-bit mode.
Generally speaking, applying the frequency scaling has resulted in non-deterministic behavior of the
processing power for the benchmarked tagging/keying operations. Some tagging operation, such as in
OMAC-SERPENT, had mostly showed some performance improvement with the increased clock
speed across most of the benchmarked architectures, with no determination found between the
operating frequency and processing power. HMAC-MD5 tagging operations, on the other hand, had
shown slight performance degradation with the increase clock speed across the evaluated
architectures.
2) Observing the effect of core parking and enabling/disabling SMT. Fig. 4.11 shows the effect of core
parking on the apparent processing power of selected architectures, with the percentage axis
reflecting the additional cycles that the evaluated functions required after enforcing the parking.
We observe that enabling SMT generally improves the performance of tagging/keying operations; up
to approx. 33% as shown in Fig. 4.11, since the resources of the SMT-enabled processors, by design,
are utilized more effectively. However, some evaluated functions under certain systems, such
VMAC-AES-128 under Intel Core I5 650 (64-bit mode), show performance degradation among all
evaluated MAC functions. This can be due to the lack of sufficient instruction caching space; causing
excessive cache misses that reflects on the SMT poor performance [88].
It is also noted that the trend of performance degradation caused by core parking is subject to the
architecture of the evaluated system. For example, OMAC-AES128 had shown 1.5x performance
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(a) Intel Core I5 650 (Left: 32-bit, Right: 64-bit)

(b) Intel Atom D525 (32-bit)

(c) Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (32-bit)

Fig. 4.11: The effect of parking and SMT availability on the performance degradation of the
apparent tagging processing power (2048-byte messages) of selected architectures

degradation on an ARM-based architecture having only one active core, while the same function had
shown 2x performance degradation on x86 architectures having only one active core.

4.5.3 Observing the effect of the process scheduling on the computational characteristics
In this scenario, we focus on how the process scheduling and the contention of background
process can affect the computational characteristics of the evaluated functions. We conduct the evaluation
in aforementioned modes: task, and average effective, where previous scenarios are conducted in task
mode only. Since the focus is on the effect caused by resource contentions, the resource-management
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(a) TI’s DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

(b) TI’s OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (32-bit)

(c) Intel Atom D525 Dual-core (32-bit)

(d) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (32-bit)

Fig. 4.12: The keying processing power of selected architectures in the two evaluation modes

module is taken out of the setup. All other parameters are the same as in the previous subsection setup.
However, as the results have been normalized measurement overhead was observed to rise by up to 25%.
1) Observing the effect of the switching overhead. Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the processing power for
some selected mobile architectures, evaluated in both “task” and “average effective” modes. It is
observed that “Completely fair scheduler” is designed to watch solely for CPU demands. The
scheduler works on allocating CPU resources for processes as a whole without considering the
switching overhead due to the memory and I/O demands of the involved processes. Therefore, it is
generally expected that the overall processing power for a communication session to be greater than
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(a) TI’s DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

(b) TI’s OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9
(32-bit)

(c) Intel Atom D525 Dual-core (32-bit)

(d) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (32-bit)

Fig. 4.13: The tagging processing power (2048-byte messages) of selected architectures in the two
evaluation modes

the processing power of an individual tagging/keying operation. This appears clearly in the evaluation
of light-weight operations such as keying (Fig. 4.12) where the allocated process memory plays a
more significant role in affecting the processing power. Moreover, the process switching has high
impact on the absolute CPU demands, indicating significant wasted processor cycles due to the
process switching. Such impact is less visible with the apparent performance as it reflects memory
and I/O demands for individual operations, which is the same reason why the apparent processing
power usually appears higher than the absolute one under single-core computing architectures.
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(a) Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (32-bit)

(b) Intel Atom D525 Dual-core (32-bit)

(c) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (32-bit)

Fig. 4.14: The processing power for VMAC-AES128 under selected architectures in the two
evaluation modes
2) Observing the effect of contention with background processes. In order to observe how the processing
power is affected due to the contention with the background processes, we focus on evaluating multicore architectures. We use the execution-binding module to bind the evaluated functions to a single
processing core, leaving the background processes and the OS to execute freely on all cores. We
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observe that with the lightweight operations, such as keying and small message tagging (Figs. 4.14(a)
and 4.14(b)), the processing power increases if all cores are used. This is because the demands for the
slower memory and I/O accesses dominate the demand for the faster processing power in these
operations. Therefore, the contention on all cores will drive the processes to use additional processing
power to handle memory and I/O access bottlenecks. On the other hand, we note that there are cases
where evaluation on all cores improves the processing performance. Such cases include the
domination of the processing power over memory demands (Fig. 4.14(c)), and the existence of a less
significant contention from the background processes. In either case, the impact on the apparent
performance is less visible than with the absolute one, which is expected.
3) Observing the effect of processor design. We observe that processor design characteristics, especially
with regards to cache memory, have a significant effect on which resource demands are dominating.
For example in Fig. 4.14, the keying operation in VMAC-AES128 appears to be affected more by the
all-cores resource contention under Intel Atom D525 than under the Intel Core I5 650. We can relate
such finding to the fact that the Intel Core I5 650 has a larger cache space and higher memory access
throughput. Therefore, we conclude that whatever the effect of resource contention on the processing
power is subject on the design characteristics of the evaluated architecture.

4.5.4 Observing overhead when applying MAC to communication sessions
In this subsection we discuss the impact of cryptography-based security measures on the
performance of communication sessions. We focus on observing the significant impact of applying MAC
security measures on the UDP communication performance, especially when it comes to latency and
jitter. We consider that the strength of a MAC function is typically correlated to the rate between the
message size and its MAC size, where a lower rate translates to a stronger security.
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(a) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

(b) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (64-bit)

Fig. 4.15: UDP apparent processing latency under two selected architectures

(a) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

(b) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (64-bit)

Fig. 4.16: Apparent throughput for a simplex UDP session under selected architectures

It is observed in Fig. 4.15 that the overhead in processing latency generally increases either with:
a) the increased UDP message size; b) the increased resulting MAC size; or, c) the increased rate of key
changes. It is also noted that the overhead is more significant when it comes to ARM-based systems,
since they usually lack the computational power or hardware assistance available to their X86
counterparts. This is also noticeable in the throughput performance illustrated in Fig. 4.16. Such variance
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Tagging 1024-byte Messages

Tagging 65536-byte Messages

(a) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (32-bit)

Tagging 1024-byte Messages

Tagging 65536-byte Messages
(b) Intel Core I5 650 Dual-core (64-bit)

Fig. 4.17: Apparent throughput for a simplex UDP session under selected architectures, where
messages are tagged with 512-bit MAC

in overhead makes ARM-based systems more vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks. This is a critical
observation, especially given the current widespread of ARM-based systems in mobile IoT networks [89].
In Fig. 4.17, we observe the throughput performance of a UDP simplex communication, where all
MAC functions generate 512-bit MACs for given message sizes. In MAC functions with MAC size less
than 512-bit, we assume only two substitute techniques of generating a 512-bit MAC.
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Packetization, where the message is divided into a number of parts equal to the rate between the
desired MAC size and the function’s MAC size. Each part is tagged individually and the resulting
MACs are combined to form the 512-bit MAC.



Salting, where the message is tagged N times, where N equals to the rate between the desired MAC
size and the function’s MAC size. For each tatting process, the message is padded with a 1-byte
random padding (also known as salt). The resulting MACs are combined to form the 512-bit MAC.
We understand that MACs generated with the aforementioned substitute techniques may not

represent the true strength equivalence to native 512-bit MACs. However, generating a MAC of an
equivalent strength will require substantially higher processing powers. We therefore assume that the
aforementioned substitutes generate strength-equivalent MAC for the purpose of this study in order to
simplify the analysis.
It appears that using the packetization substitute to generate MACs of same size has less overhead
compared to the salting. This is expected since salting involves computation on larger message sizes,
which in turn requires higher processing power. The overhead variance between the packetization and the
salting is less with smaller message sizes, where the processing power for preparing the MAC function
has significant share of the total processing power required for the tagging operation.
It also appears that weaker MAC functions are not always faster when generating stronger MACs,
especially when the message size is small. For example, HMAC-SHA2-512 has an advantage over all
other functions (except for VMAC-AES128) generating MACs for 1024-byte messages under Intel Core
I5 650, while HMAC-SHA1 has a comparable performance to VMAC-AES128 operating on 1024-byte
messages under TI DM3730.
Given the previous findings, it is clear that the addition of security measures will lead to a
significant degradation of UDP communication performance (which is also applicable to other
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communication protocols). In high-bandwidth and/or real-time services, such degradation can result in
overutilization of local resources for communicating entities, especially the low-end systems, while
having the network largely underutilized. The application of security measures will further lead to an
increased gap in the communication performance between high-end and low-end computing systems.
With the diversity implementation and performance trends of the available security measures under
various computing architectures, it is not feasible to adopt a specific function (for example, HMACSHA512) to offer data integrity measure for communications in all entities. In such scenarios, a security
measure is needed that adapts to the context of the communication environments.

4.6 Observed Benchmarking Considerations
We note some additional considerations that were observed through conducting the
benchmarking procedures. Ignoring these considerations can affect the accuracy of measuring both
absolute and apparent processing powers, or in some cases, render them useless as evaluation metrics.
In application development, interfacing with a function or procedure can be accomplished in
several ways. Examples include calling a function in a separate library, and calling a procedure from a
separate process through pipes and sockets. As with any computing operation, the interfacing demands
processor and I/O resources that can affect the performance of the evaluated security function in front of
its calling application. Therefore, it is important to consider how the interfacing with a security function
contributes to the evaluation. It is also important not to exclude the interfacing demands as this will result
in having a non-realistic evaluation of the production systems.
Meanwhile, some modern mobile and high-speed systems may offload security functions outside
their main processor. Examples of places where security functions are offloaded into include General
Purpose Graphic Processing Unit (GPGPU) and cryptographic processing units. While the performance
can be evaluated from the offload unit; it is important not to ignore the main processor in the evaluation
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since it is still handling communication sessions that call the offloaded security function. In such cases, it
will be more logical to benchmark for the apparent processing performance, as if the main processor is
executing that function, although, it will not point to the absolute performance of the evaluated security
function at the offload unit.
In a multiple processors/cores system, a thread can also migrate from one processor/core to
another. If such a system does not maintain a synchronized clock across all the processors/cores, it is not
possible to get the absolute performance for the evaluated security function. It will still be possible,
however, to benchmark for the apparent performance. An estimate for absolute performance can be made
knowing the system’s parallelism factor [90].
Finally, it is important to be aware of the scheduling algorithm used by the evaluated operating
system. Some operating systems might schedule evaluation sessions unevenly, which will be mainly
reflected in the measured apparent performance. For example, a least scheduled session threads will have
the highest apparent processing power among the scheduled threads of the same workload.

4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we study the characteristics of cryptographic security functions from a
communication perspective within various mobile computing architectures. We note that existing mobile
computing architectures widely vary in terms of processing power, memory capabilities, I/O interfacing,
and other hardware-specific optimizations and adaptabilities. We also note that evaluating the impact of
security functions on mobile systems analytically or based on nominal time and space requirements is not
reflective of their performance in active systems, especially from a communication perspective. We also
illustrated that existing benchmarking works also rely on absolute resource metrics, which are not delaybased and do not reflect actual communication demands nor many of today’s mobile computing
sophisticated operation and features. Addressing this dynamic nature, we proposed a carefully tailored
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empirical benchmarking procedure for evaluating security functions in mobile systems. We also
introduced the apparent performance metric, which is purposefully based on showing processing delays
over actual processing performance. We observed various non-intuitive performance behaviors that
necessitate revising how security functions are evaluated and selected in mobile communications,
especially when it comes to time-based guarantees. Meanwhile, the suggested metric was shown to be
more informative in the communications context, as well as a reasonable candidate metric in future
protocol design. In the next chapter, we investigate the aforementioned metric in regard to designing a
security strategy that can adapt with various mobile communicating entities of different capabilities.
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Toward Designing a Next-generation Adaptive Communication Security
In this chapter, we utilize the findings from the previous chapter into investigating some possible
options toward implementing adaptive security measures that work with various mobile and next
generation Internet entities. The chapter basically studies the communication performance of mobile
entities when security functions are running on them with and without operating adaptations. While the
focus in this chapter is about the Message Authentication Code group of security functions, the work can
be generalized to include any resource-intensive security measures including both other cryptographic
(such as encryption) and non-cryptographic measures (such as verification challenges).

5.1 Introduction
The success of the Next generation Internet (NGI), including Internet-of-Things (IoT), is based
on having entrusted communications between its entities. Therefore, all entities within the NGI must
incorporate some sort of security measures that at least ensure the validity and authenticity of the
transmitted information. With NGI entities operating with various capabilities and requirements, it is
essential to design the prospective security measures to be able to scale and adapt to the communication
context and without sacrificing the protection levels they intend to provide.
Achieving a feasible prospective security measure for the NGI means that it should not put a huge
burden on the availability of the prospective NGI entities, their hosting entities, and/or the intermediate
NGI nodes. Therefore, security measures should only implement the necessary functions to ensure proper
communication entrustment (for example, leaving encryption optional for applications). In addition,
security measures should utilize mechanisms that ensure lightweight resource demands of the
communicating entities. Ensuring lightweight demands will reduce the chances of having resource
exhaustion attacks on future entities due to the increased overhead from the applied security measure.
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While today’s communicating entities vary in resource capabilities and requirements, many of the
popular security protocol implementations used in them today are based on non-adaptive functionality
that does not consider their context. Examples of such protocols include TLS, IPSec, PGP, and Kerberos,
to name a few [63]. With these protocols, there is no mechanism of adapting the data integrity strength or
the encryption strength in accordance with the communicating entities context; putting a burden on
weaker and resource-limited entities, and increasing the risk for those entities to go down. In addition, the
dynamicity of today’s mobile computing environments may cause such security protocols to impact the
possibility to achieve acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) levels due to the inability to adapt the security
strength in correlation with the available resources. Therefore, it becomes important to work into
designing a security protocol that adapts its security strength based on the context of the communicating
entities and within acceptable security sacrifices.
This chapter investigates the design requirements toward having an adaptive security
measure/protocol that can work with the variety of the NGI entities. Our work focuses on a group of
security functions, known as Message Authentication Code (MAC), which are used to ensure
communication data integrity between entities. In this chapter, we study the effect of using MAC
functions, with and without adaptations, on the performance of the communication sessions that utilize
them. We introduce an adaptive strategy, named Authentication-Trim, to adjust the security strength based
on processing latency context in reference with lookup tables representing pre-evaluated resource
demands. We show the performance of different adaptation schemes and draw conclusions of open
research challenges and issues.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 refers to the background and
motivations for investigating possible options toward designing an adaptive security measure. Section 5.3
describes the design considerations and recommendations toward having an adaptive security measure. A
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proposed design for the authentication-trim strategy, with design assumptions and limitations, is
illustrated in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents the performance comparison when running the proposed
adaptive strategy verses non-adaptive and randomly adaptive ones. Open issues and concepts are
discussed in Section 5.6. Finally, the chapter is summarized with possible future directions in Section 5.7.

5.2 Background and Motivation
Designing an adaptive security protocol to address resource dynamic context is not new in the
literature. Examples of earlier software-based efforts include Adaptive SSL [48], ACSA [50] and RSSA
[51]. Adaptive cryptographic accelerator [49] is an example of hardware-based efforts. Another example
of an adaptation effort is the usage of flexible policies enforcement with an adaptive risk/challenge
management engine [59]. We can categorize the existing security adaptation efforts based on their key
goals as follows:


Optimizing the process by selecting security functions based on the available resources and the
requirements.



Increasing the resistance against attacks through enforcing adaptive policies, challenges, and security
steps based on the communication context and the requirements.
The key issue for most existing security adaptation efforts is the consideration of stand-alone physical

entities; leading to the reliance on evaluating absolute resource demands for adaptation (such in ACSA or
RSSA). Unlike existing communication entities, the NGI entities will have different characteristics as
shown in the following:


Entity’s Nature. The current computing trend of the Internet is going mobile and cloud, and so NGI
entities can be any object that is able to communicate: (e.g. an application, a sensor element (as in
IoT), a self-publishing file, a virtual computer, a smart phone, an already active communication
session,…etc). Entities in this case may not have physical resources of their own but shared with
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other entities within NGI. Moreover, the same entities, due to mobility, may have different physical
capabilities during their communication sessions. Therefore, designing an adaptive security measure
based solely on the determination of physical resources demands will be challenging and difficult to
standardize.


Entity’s Availability. Since NGI entities may no longer have dedicated resources, they are more
vulnerable to the resource exhausting attacks; increasing their availability risk. In addition, sharing
physical resources between entities impose additional challenges in isolating security attacks;
affecting availability for entities even further. For a prospective adaptive security measure to operate
effectively in NGI, it should be designed not to cause significant overhead that worsens the
availability, yet operate in a sufficiently secure manner. This may include the utilization of easy-tocompute yet context-reflecting decision factors in the adaptation process. In addition, we believe that
a strong security measure is not about how much time it takes to break, but it is about how much
effort it will take from the attackers to break. For example, a weak and fast cryptographic function,
with short key refreshment intervals can be as secure as using a strong and slow cryptographic
function, and without having excessive load on the involved entities.
It is clear that any prospective adaptive security measure must be wisely designed while

considering the new NGI entity concept in quest of providing good security with least possible overhead.
In the following sections, we go through the details toward designing an adaptive security measure for the
NGI.
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5.3 Designing an Adaptive Security Measure for NGI Communications
In the following subsections, we discuss the design criteria and the recommended components for
having an adaptive security measure for communications within the NGI.

5.3.1 Design Criteria


The Available Security Functions at Entities. Not all entities will have access to the same set of
security functions. For example, low-powered entities, such as sensors, will mostly utilize a single
security function, losing the ability to adapt the operation from a set of functions and so the ability to
communicate securely with some other entities. Designing an adaptive measure must take into
consideration the variance of the available security functions. Limited-power entities may utilize a
limited adaptive measure with the ability to communicate through some sort of security proxy with
other entities that do not share the same security function availability.



The Security Functions’ Resource Demands. We note, from the previous chapter, that different
security functions require different resource demands from the same entity, and that the same security
function requires different resource demands from different entities. Pre-determining the
computational trends for those functions can be essential for achieving a low overhead decision
making process and therefore a low complexity adaptive security measure.



The Security Function’s Implementation. Hardware-based security functions do not rely on the
entity’s main processing capability, but they are usually designed to process a single request at a time.
Software-based security functions, on the other hand, can process simultaneous requests but rely on
the entity’s main processing capability. The design of an adaptive security measure must consider not
only resource demands, but also other processing limitations associated with various
implementations, such as the additional I/O latency accessing the external security processor, and the
number of requests that can be handled concurrently.
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The Resource-Context of Entities. Several mobile computing systems are equipped with hardwarebased or software-based energy conservation approaches, intended to provide a balance between the
power consumption and the computational performance. In situations such as running high on
temperature or low on available battery power, entities may reduce their computational ability by
turning down the clock of their processors, or by shutting down some of their processing cores [91].
This in turn will increase the latency of executing tasks (including security ones), as noted in the
previous chapter. An adaptive security measure that aims to meet certain performance guaranties
should be able to keep up with the dynamicity of the communicating entities.



Adaptation Strategy Context. An adaptive measure that uses network-based strategies, such as
using the network utilization, security policies, or risk indicators in the adaptation decision, may offer
better overall security. However using network-based strategies may also impose high complexity on
the communicating entities. Entity- based strategies, on the other hand, have high chance of forgery
and break attacks due to the absence of the network’s oversight. Prospective adaptive security
measures should be designed with a strategy that balances between the entity and the network. We
believe that a good design should be entity-based and network-assisted. Such design may allow for
maintaining communication entities’ control over resource and security demands with insights from
the network to help maximizing the security performance. Networks in such case can assist the
adaptive operation through monitoring and informing related entities with anomalies and security
breaches.

5.3.2 Recommended Components for a General-Purpose Adaptive Security Measure
Based on the aforementioned design criteria, we propose the following two base modules to
facilitate implementing a general-purpose adaptive security measures.
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Evaluation Module (Calibrator).

The aim of this module is to take care of the variance of

determining the computational trend when utilizing a specific security function under different
entities; simplifying the adaptation process. Therefore, it is responsible to generate offline lookup
tables with metrics that represent the computational and latency trend demands of the incorporated
security functions under different pre-determined context scenarios. The lookup tables are then used
to help in selecting the suitable security function during the adaptation process. Delay-based metrics
can be considered good representations to use as they do not usually require the knowledge of
physical resources; making them suitable for roaming entities that do not have resources of their own.


Adaptation Module (Selector). The aim of this module is to take care of the runtime variance due to
the non-deterministic environmental context that affects the available computational and network
resources to the communication sessions. Therefore, it adjusts the selection of the suitable security
function at runtime based on the entity’s context and with reference to the trend lookup tables
generated by the calibrator. Since the selector runs along the communication session, its decision
maker should rely on easy-to-compute and low-overhead fitness value that can be referenced to the
aforementioned lookup tables. Such fitness value will be computed primarily based on the metric
used in generating the trend lookup tables, and may be subject to constraints and requirements
imposed by the communicating entities and the network.

5.4 Authentication-Trim Adaptation Strategy
In this section, we propose a delay-based adaptation strategy, named Authentication-Trim, that
utilizes the aforementioned design considerations to achieve a general-purpose adaptive authentication
security measure to use in NGI. A delay-based metric, representing the apparent processing time, is used
in generating the calibrator’s trend lookup table. The selector module adopts the apparent processing time
as a fitness value that represents the computational power trim behavior, where the selector tends to use
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less demanding functions when the fitness value indicates high resource demands and vice versa. The
following subsections illustrate the implementation details of the Authentication-Trim strategy for the use
with MAC functions.

5.4.1 Evaluation Metrics
In this thesis, we only consider the MAC tagging operation. Therefore, the metrics involved are:


Message Size. For the message to be tagged (in bytes).



MAC Size. The size of the verification tag generated for a given message (in bits).



Resource Demand. The resource needed for tagging a given message.



Total Throughput. The data rate for the transmitted messages including the size of the attached
MAC tags (in MB/s).



Useful Throughput. The data rate for the transmitted messages excluding the size if the attached
MAC tags (in MB/s)
We consider using the “apparent processing time” as the resource demand metric and the fitness

value for the selection process. The metric, which is variation from the apparent processing power from
Chapter 4, represents the time required (in seconds) to tag one message of size n. As noted in Chapter 4,
this delay-based and easy to compute metric is a suitable candidate in evaluating the computational trends
of MAC functions for various entities without the need for the complex interactions to probe physical
resources.
5.4.2 The Calibration Process
The Authentication-Trim strategy requires the invocation of the calibration module in cases
where there is a change on computational trends of the security functions on a given entity such as the
changes on the entity’s hardware or firmware. In case of roaming logical entities, the calibration module
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Algorithm 5.1: Authentication-trim Calibration Algorithm
On a physical entity, gather the following information:
1) Number of Processing Cores p
2) Hardware multi-threading support
3) Processing Cores Supported Frequencies: High fH, Low fL, and Middle fM
4) Available Security functions {S}

Determine the number of communication sessions c to use in the calibration process based on the gathered
entity information at a predetermined target resource demand u.

Run a pre calibration session with the n connections in order to determine:
1) Probing start time ts
2) Probing interval ∆t

Setup the calibration process to use single processing core with frequency fM
For each available function S do
 Select which security operation “keying, tagging,…” to activate in the communication sessions.
 Setup a pre-determined runtime parameters for the selected security operation (such as message length).
 Start c communication sessions that runs the selected security operation.
 Start measuring the apparent processing time for the selected security operation for a period of ∆t once ts
has elapsed from starting the sessions
 End the started communication sessions.
 Add the measured apparent processing time AS to the calibration lookup table; sorted by the function
strength then by AS from low to high.
End For

of those entities will just inherit the lookup tables (adjusted with the interfacing latency) from their
hosting entities.
Algorithm 5.1 briefly illustrate the calibration process. On physical entities, the calibration
process is invoked in scenarios where the entity computational trend may change such as the changes in
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the entity’s hardware and software. The calibration process is also invoked if there is a change in the
available security functions or a change in the implementation of available security functions. When the
calibration process is started, it gathers information about the available computational resources and
security functions. The obtained resource information, accompanied by a target resource utilization u, is
then used to determine the calibration operating parameter: number of calibration sessions c, probing start
time ts, and probing interval ∆t. Once the operating parameters are determined, the calibration
environment is setup with a single processing core with its frequency set to the gathered middle value fL.
This is due to the fact that modern computing systems do not operate on the highest frequency nor use all
the execution cores all the time in order to conserve energy [91]. Finding the best resource setup for the
calibration process is not the aim of this study and is left for future investigations. With the calibration
environment ready, the process scans for the available security functions and then runs a measurement
session with n number of connections for each of the supported security operations such as keying and
tagging. The measured data is then used to generate the computational trend lookup tables (aka the
calibration lookup tables).
Table 5.1 represents the lookup table templates that are generated by the calibrator in this study.
The MAC functions are sorted into groups; ordered by their MAC size that we assume roughly represents
the MAC function strength. For each group, the functions of the same MAC size are sorted according to
their apparent processing time (from low to high) for the given message size. It is clear that in this lookup
table, it is not necessarily that the MAC function with the weakest strength will have overall lowest
apparent processing time and vice versa. However, weaker MAC functions usually have smaller tag size
and as a result less message size overhead, thus the sorting based on tag size. As with the calibration
resource setup, finding the best lookup table organization is not the aim of this study.
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Table 5.1: Authentication-trim Calibration Lookup Tables
(a) Tagging Operation
Functions

Tagging Apparent Processing Time
68 Bytes | 576 Bytes | 1280 Bytes | 1500 Bytes | 7935 Bytes | 65355 Bytes

64-bit MACs
128-bit MACs
(ordered low to high)
256-bit MACs
512-bit MACs

(b) Keying Operation
Functions

Keying Apparent Processing Time

64-bit MACs
128-bit MACs
(ordered low to high)
256-bit MACs
512-bit MACs

The number of lookup tables and the selection of message sizes are greatly dependent on how
well the tables should represent the computational trends. Only few tables may lead to an inefficient
adaptation, while having large number of tables requires extensive calibration time and storage capacity.
In this study we based the selection of message sizes and the number of tables based on the trending
charts from Chapter 4, generating 6 lookup tables representing message sizes between 68 bytes and 65535
bytes (IPv4 Path MTU limits) [63].
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Fig. 5.1: Authentication-Trim Strategy (a) vs. Automotive OBD Fuel Trim System (b) - bolded text
indicates similar functionalities.

5.4.3 The Adaptation Process
The adaptation process of the MAC security strength is analogous to the automotives’ On-Board
Diagnostics (OBD) fuel management system [92] as shown in Fig. 5.1. The strength and resource
demands of a MAC function resemble the amount of fuel injected into the engine per time unit. The
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automotive fuel management system maintains two trim meters, which are used to control the amount of
fuel injected in each cycle to maintain engine’s efficiency. Similarly, the proposed adaptation strategy
uses two indicators to determine the resource demand of the currently selected function and the demanded
adaptation direction. The first meter is named Short-term Authentication-Trim (SAT), and represents how
far the active MAC function’s resource demands from the trending obtained from the calibration lookup
tables. The second meter is named Long-term Authentication-Trim (LAT), and represents the strength of
the selected MAC function.
Algorithm 5.2 illustrates the selection process. First, the process starts along with an associated
communication session with a selection of pre-determined MAC function (In this study, the predetermined MAC function is the one used by TLS, known as HMAC-SHA1 [40]). The fitness value
represents the average tagging time required per message for n samples. The value of SAT is initialized to
0, while the value for the LAT is initialized to the position of the selection MAC function at the startup. If
the fitness value goes below the 67% of the time observed from the lookup tables, the SAT value is
incremented by 1. If the fitness value goes above the 133% of the time observed from the lookup tables,
the SAT value is decremented by 1. Once the SAT hits predetermined switching thresholds of -30 or 30,
the selection process will “power down” or “power up” accordingly; selecting a weaker or a stronger
MAC function that leads the SAT to return to 0. If there are constraints or requirements, such as
minimum throughput and minimum security strength, that prevent powering up or down, then the
adaptation process will do nothing. The SAT in this case will keep in the negative “rich” range indicating
high resource demand, or in the positive “lean” range indicating low resource demands. In case of lowtraffic communications, the selection process works on a time-based manner to conduct the adaptation
with tending to “richen” the security while subject to constraints and requirements.
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Algorithm 5.2: Authentication-trim Adaptation Algorithm

Sample size/time consumed for n messages
If n samples collected, or t time elapsed then
If (apparent_processing_time < 67% of trend_time) and (SAT < 100) then
SAT++
Else If (apparent_processing_time > 133% of trend_time) and (SAT > -100) then
SAT-Else
If SAT > 0 then
SAT-End If
If SAT < 0 then
SAT++
End If
End If
If SAT ≥ 30 then
Switch to a stronger available engine (Px = Py) , and adjust LAT, provided that:
1) there is a stronger engine (Px) to select,
2) Py supported by the receiving entity,
3) and no constraints limiting the power up
End If
If SAT ≤ -30 then
Switch to a weaker available engine (Px = Py), and adjust LAT, provided that:
1) there is a weaker engine (Px) to select,
2) Py supported by the receiving entity,
3) and no constraints limiting the power down
End If
End If
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The SAT plays an important role in managing adaptation overhead when operating in
communication environments with rapid changing context such as mobile networks. On one hand, the
selection process, with no SAT, will only rely on the delay-based fitness function which may result in
excessive oscillations in the adaptation process and therefore imposing more computational burden on
communicating entities instead of addressing it. On the other hand, relying on SAT with high switching
thresholds may result for the adaptation process to become effectively inoperative. In this chapter, we
adopted the thresholds of ±30 from the automotive OBD design as we believe that 30% threshold is good
compromise. Researching different thresholds for the SAT is not in the scope of the study and is
considered as part of future work.
Both SAT and LAT can be useful metrics for communicating entities that use the authenticationtrim strategy. Since they represent the strength and computational demands of the selected security
measures, they can provide informative indications to other processes and communicating entities to
allow for broader context-aware adaptation. This does not mean that SAT and LAT can be utilized
without addressing security concerns to ensure that they are securely a true reflection of the
communication context and not just tampered by malicious entities.

5.4.4 Assumptions


To simplify the analysis we do not currently consider involving keying demands in the adaptation
strategy.



For the message sizes that do not have values in the lookup tables, the apparent processing time is
estimated using a linear interpolation/extrapolation from the existing lookup tables.



The adaptation is a simplex send-only strategy. The receiving entity will inform the sending entity if
the selected function is supported or not.
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The 67% and 133% fitness thresholds are based on the performance gain observed in Chapter 4 with
the Simultaneous hardware Multi-Threading (SMT) (33%). Researching the best threshold is out of
the scope of the paper.



The interval for the key refreshment of each MAC function depends on its resistance to key breakage.
Determining such interval is not in the scope of the study and left for future investigation. For the
simplicity of the analysis, we currently consider a fixed interval that is correlated to the MAC size.

5.5 Performance Analysis
To study the performance of the proposed Authentication-Trim strategy, we utilized the
benchmark environment in Chapter 4 to conduct several empirical experiments comparing proposed
strategy with a non-adaptive strategy and a randomly adaptive strategy. We focused on studying the
impact of the evaluated strategies on the data throughput using the loopback interface of the evaluated
devices. To ensure the meaningfulness and the confidence level of the obtained throughput results, each
experiment was repeated several times following the benchmark procedure in Chapter 4. Each experiment
was allowed to reach steady-state prior to taking measurements. The communication sessions in each
experiment were averaged with 10% trimmed-mean calculation as a measure to reduce the influence of
the environment context variance on unfairly affecting the throughput. Finally, an overall throughput
average was calculated for all the conducted experiments in correlation to the number to the
communication sessions. The following subsections present the analysis of the results obtained from
conducting the experiments.

5.5.1 Performance of Authentication-Trim Strategy
Fig. 5.2 shows the useful throughput of running streaming sessions using UDP with message size
of 1460 bytes. It is noted that the authentication-trim strategy performs well only with the high number of
sessions. There were no constraints to the power up adaptation, and so the authentication-trim strategy
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(a) Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9 (0.7 Ghz)

(b) Intel Atom N270 (1.33Ghz)

(c) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (0.6 Ghz)

Fig. 5.2: Useful Throughput (per session) using different adaptation approaches to apply MAC
security measures

kept powering up the MAC strength to the maximum; affecting the available resources for data
transmission.
It is also observed from the processing breakdown of the communication operations (refer to
Table 5.2) that the switching process within the authentication-trim strategy (represented by the function
selection time + key setup time) does not add substantial overhead when compared to the time required
for tagging. This is expected as using lookup tables and accessible metrics should not demand intensive
computation demands.
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Table 5.2: Processing Percentage Breakup for Different Strategies
(A) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS’ AM3358X ARM CORTEX™ A8 – 1GHZ – 20 SESSIONS
Strategy

Message Formatting

Function Selection

Key Setup

Tagging

Transmission

Authentication-Trim

3.19349%

0.01265%

0.04603%

94.34950%

2.39828%

TLS (HMAC-SHA1)

2.46583%

0.00000%

0.00001%

95.58910%

1.94504%

Refresh

2.82068%

0.00000%

0.00184%

95.06540%

2.11209%

Random Selection

1.86120%

0.00282%

0.00021%

96.70500%

1.43078%

TLS with Periodic Key

(B) TEXAS INSTRUMENTS’ OMAP 4460 ARM CORTEX™ A9 – 1.2 GHZ – 20 SESSIONS
Strategy

Message Formatting

Function Selection

Key Setup

Tagging

Transmission

Authentication-Trim

0.82786%

0.00177%

0.00271%

98.00310%

1.16455%

TLS (HMAC-SHA1)

0.81658%

0.00000%

0.00000%

97.98570%

1.19768%

Refresh

0.59160%

0.00000%

0.00056%

98.31740%

1.09042%

Random Selection

1.01535%

0.00081%

0.00045%

97.45300%

1.53034%

TLS with Periodic Key

Another observation is that excluding SAT from selection process causes the switching process to
oscillate significantly between MAC functions, especially when the context conditions in term of
available computational resources are similar to the conditions that resulted into the evaluation lookup
tables. This is expected as we believe that there should be a tolerance applied to the use of fitness
functions to avoid unnecessary invocation of the switching process in scenarios with intermittent context
variations.

5.5.2 Using Periodic Key Changes
In Fig. 5.2, both the non-adaptive HMAC-SHA1 strategies, with and without periodic key
refreshing, perform nearly the same. This is a strong indication to the fact that that key refreshment time
(at communicating entities) requires negligible time compared to the time spent in tagging messages
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(refer to Table 5.2). Therefore, key refreshment can be used to enhance security via making it more
resistant to brute force attacks and without significantly increasing the processing overhead on the
entities.
However, the security effectiveness of using short-lived keys is also subject to the security and
the performance of exchanging keys between the entities during the communication lifetime. It would be
unfeasible to use a security measure that demands resources for a key transport greater of the key lifetime
itself. Moreover, transporting keys between entities should be kept efficient as possible so it does not
cause burden on the communicating entities in active security adaptation scenarios.
Although this thesis does not consider the performance of key exchange/transport protocols and
their relation to the security adaptation process, we believe that the operation of both the key transport
management and the adaptive key refreshments should independent of each other to achieve manageable
performance. For example, the entities could establish a set of pre-shared keys at the start of a
communication session and then let the adaptation process invokes the key re-selection without the need
to re-transport the keys. In addition, updating the pre-shared keys table can also be done periodically and
independently of the adaptive key refreshment process through a best effort key delivery mechanism to
ensure minimal resource demands during active communication sessions.

5.5.3 The Use of Random Strategy
It is observed that the random strategy does not add computational benefit as opposed to the use
of a deterministic strategy. In fact, it is noted that the randomness nature has led into having worse
unfairness throughput levels between communication sessions with Jain’s Fairness Index down to 0.87
compared to the Jain’s Fairness Index [93] down to 0.98 with the other evaluated strategies (1.0
represents perfect fairness).
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Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Dual-core Cortex™ A9

Intel Atom N270

Fig. 5.3: Useful Throughput (per session) under Different Power Conservation Modes

5.5.4 The Impact of Power Management on the Authentication-Trim Strategy
Modern mobile systems utilize different power management approaches to conserve energy and
reduce operating temperature, with most of these techniques leading to either reducing the processor
clock speed/voltage or shutting down some of the processing cores [91]. Based on that assumption, we
conducted controlled evaluation with different frequency and available core settings.
Fig. 5.3 shows an example of how the power management can affect the strategy performance.
As it is expected from a delay-based selection strategy, the tending to power down becomes stronger
when either the processing frequency or the number of active processing cores drops. Therefore, good
power management techniques can supplement the delay-based authentication-trim strategy in reducing
the overhead and improve the communication performance while maintaining security in cases, where
temperature and battery capacity are in critical conditions.
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5.6 Open Issues
Regardless of the adaptation strategy used, there are several open issues that should be considered
when operating any of the adaptation strategy with communication sessions.

5.6.1 Overpowering a Communication Session
It is noted from the analysis that the Authentication-Trim strategy performs poorly with low
number of sessions due to its tendency to power up the strength to take advantage of the available
resources (based on the delay-based fitness value). This makes the strategy not acceptable in scenarios
where high communication performance is desired (such as in audio/video streaming). This does not
conclude that the proposed delay-based metric is not a good choice, since the power up issue can be
resolved by applying some constraints that exclude the non-complying security functions from the
selection process.

5.6.2 The Fitness Value Sampling
In our evaluation, we assume either a time-based sampling or a fixed-number of samples and use
their average to compute SAT. However, determining a proper and lightweight sampling process requires
considering several factors including the communication link utilization, the crypto-analysis of the
involved security functions, and the amount of processing abnormalities that can affect the sampling
process. However, it is also important to minimize the number of factors involved in order to keep the
fitness evaluation as simple as possible while having good representation for security purposes.

5.6.3 Transmission Overhead
Adding tags to message increases the amount of data to transmit and so reduces the available
bandwidth for the useful data, especially in power ups. If a communication session utilizes small-sized
messages, such overhead is considered problematic, especially if the default nature of the
communications within the involved network utilizes small-sized messages. Reduction options to
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investigate include the selection of security functions suitable for small messages, and combining small
messages into bigger messages before using a security function on them. Another option, in case of MAC
functions, is to use a truncated MAC tag with the message, which will increase the MAC collisions and
breakages probabilities.

5.6.4 Entities with Limited Capability or Feature Availability
It is noted earlier that some entities, including those used in sensory and embedded networks,
have limited ability/availability to use security functions and may not require the implementation of an
adaptive security measure. However, those entities may implement the adaptation process if the
communication requirements enforce certain security levels. The entities, in such a case, will borrow both
the calibration lookup tables and the associated resources from nearby capable aiding entities. This also
can be considered an open research issue as part of designing a general-purpose communication security
framework.

5.6.5 The Control Exchange Channel
In this chapter, we do not consider how the security keys are negotiated between communicating
entities. However we note that in most of the existing security protocols, the negotiation of security keys
and other parameters are done using the same communication channel as with the data. Even with an
adaptive measure improving security via frequent change of functions and keys, exchanging control
information along with the data increases the ability for the attacker to break security measures as
opposed to using separate data/control channels. Anyway, designing an adaptive security measure must
consider various factors when adopting the separation of control and data channels. Such factors include
how the communicating sessions will be managed with the adaptive security measure in place at the
entities, and how secure low-overhead control channels can be established and maintained between those
entities.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate different options toward implementing an adaptive security
measure that fits various mobile and next generation Internet entities. We observe that a secure adaptive
measure can be achieved through a combination of two main techniques. The first technique is to utilize a
direct and informative adaptation decision factor in the adaptation process for secure yet lightweight
security measure regardless of the entity’s nature; hence the adaptation process. The second technique is
incorporating the use of weak security functions with short key refreshment as a measure of achieving
high communication performance yet having some good resistance against breakage attacks as a result of
frequent key changes.
Inspired by the fuel management system in modern automotives, we propose a strength-trim
based adaptive strategy as an effective light-weight solution for authenticating (and subsequently
securing) NGI communications. The proposed strategy relies on two main operation stages: evaluation
and adaptation. The evaluation stage deals with the variations in the computational trends across different
communicating entities in order to achieve a predictable and lightweight adaptation process. The
adaptation stage deals with variations in the entities’ communication context, and utilizes a corresponding
easy-to-compute fitness value to achieve a real-time and lightweight trimming or richening of security
strength. We noted the performance characteristics of the proposed strategy in comparison to nonadaptive and randomly-adaptive security strategies.
We remark that designing a lightweight adaptive security measure that fits various entities comes
with many open challenges, such as overpowering and having high transmission overhead. However,
resolving issues such as overpowering can be simply achieved via direct optimization techniques such as
incorporating constraints and secondary factors in the adaptation decision making. We also believe that
having an independently-channeled key negotiation mechanism is important for having an effective
design for an adaptive security measure.
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Finally, we conclude that it may not feasible to incorporate a unified general-purpose adaptive
security protocol the same way across all various entities. It is clear that various communicating entities
have different resource profiles and may not incorporate the same set of security measures, or may not
have the ability to operate any security measures at all. In such scenarios, those entities may benefit from
using aiding entities, and security proxies to be able to communicate with other entities securely. Utilizing
security resource aiders to serve legacy and resource-challenged communicating entities is the main focus
of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Using Aiders for Securing Resource-challenged Communications
In this chapter, we introduce the use of external aiding entities to assist in securing
communications between feature-limited and resource-challenged next-generation entities. The chapter
starts with investigating different aiding approaches that help in securing communications while lending
the burden of processing resource-intensive security functions from the communicating entities. The
chapter continues with studying the communication performance using the resource-borrowing aiding
approach. As with the previous chapter, the focus in this chapter is also about the Message Authentication
Code group of security functions, but the work can be still generalized to include any resource-intensive
security measures. Moreover, this chapter focuses on analyzing aiding entities that implement the same
adaptive strategy used in the previous chapter.

6.1 Introduction
The guarantee of having a secure next-generation network relies on how well its components are
fitted for secure communications. This means that suitable and sufficient security measures have to be
integrated with all the network components, starting from the communicating entities and ending with the
communication links and intermediate relaying entities. However, integrating sufficient security measures
is an extremely challenging task with the existence of diverse entities of various capabilities and
limitations. Therefore, the security of a communication network is still prone to its weakest or lesscapable components that cannot integrate the necessary security measures.
Even with the possibility to have a context-aware adaptive communication entrustment
framework, not all communicating entities can be completely adapted to such framework due to various
constraints. For example, an IoT communicating entity, such as a sensor or an RFID tag, may not have
suitable computational resources to handle adaptive implementations or to integrate a group of security
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measures that can meet sufficient security levels for communication purposes. Moreover, different
communicating entities may implement different sets of security measures that fit their resource context.
There is no guarantee, even with a context-aware adaptive framework, that any two communicating can
have the same group of measures that allows them to communicate securely. Another constraint is when a
communicating entity cannot use its security measures to communicate directly due to restrictions
imposed by the other communicating party or by the network for various performance and security level
requirements.
Under the aforementioned constraints and many others, it is extremely challenging to design an
all-in-one general-purpose communication entrustment for the various communicating entities of the next
generation of mobile networks. Even with an adaptive context-aware security in place that works with
majority of entities, achieving a sufficiently secure next-generation communication may require
complementary assistance to help communicating entities with constraints. This chapter looks into some
external aiding approaches that can be used to complement a context-aware adaptive communication
security strategy to achieve better overall network security. The chapter then focuses on evaluating the
resource-lending aiding approach, where communicating entities utilize other neighboring entities’
resources to handle communication security measures. The decision to evaluate a resource-lending aiding
approach is driven by believing that the balance of both feasibility and advantages/disadvantages
outweigh those of other approaches in the literature. For the purpose to be in line with the other thesis
work, the evaluated resource-lending aiders are equipped with the same adaptive-strategy strategy, named
Authentication-Trim, that is used in the previous chapter. As with the previous chapter, the study focus is
still on a group of security functions, known as Message Authentication Code (MAC), which are used to
ensure communication data integrity between entities.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly refers to the past efforts
in security aiding and possible design characteristics for having an aiding approach to complement a
general-purpose highly-abstracted communication entrustment framework. Section 6.3 outlines different
resource-aiding approaches that can be used in helping to secure next generation networks
communications. Section 6.4 discusses design criteria and directions for a general-purpose adaptive
communication security resource-aiding framework. Section 6.5 focuses through the evaluation of the
resource-lending aiding approach as an integral part of the discussed resource-aiding framework.
Additional open issues are discussed in Section 6.6. Finally, the chapter is summarized with possible
future directions in Section 6.7.

6.2 Background
Existing security solutions are usually resource-intensive, especially the ones relying on
cryptographic measures. This in turn results in imposing a significant burden on computational resources
of the communicating entities leading to noticeable performance degradation under secured
communications. As a result, recent research and commercial efforts focus on providing extra-resource
aiding solutions in quest of spending up secured communications for resource-challenged entities.
Examples of such efforts include SSL/TLS acceleration [94], Application Delivery Controllers (ADCs)
[95], hardware-accelerated cryptography [49], and Security as a Service (SECaasS) model [96]. Many of
these solutions have been proven to be effective in their targeted areas to provide enhanced and secured
communications. However, most of them were designed with technology-specific insights and with a
little consideration for the possibility of inter-communications between networks of different technologies
and infrastructures.
The trending research direction nowadays focuses on the advancements in the development of
mobile and location-independent entities, such as in ICN and IoT networks. Such trend led to the
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appearance of the Software-Defined Radios (SDR) [29], Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) [30], and
SDN protocols such as OpenFlow [31], which provide easy and economical methods for researchers to
develop solutions for the newly targeted networking technologies. With that being said, we believe that
there is a growing need to implement some sort of high-level network abstraction that allows different
technologies and applications to communicate together securely. This belief is backed up by the recent
introduction of protocols and standards for IoT and ICN that was based on older technologies that are
used in exiting Internet infrastructure. Examples of such new standards include HTTP/2 [97], Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) [98], which is based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) model
used by older standards such as HTTP, and the reliance of some proposed content delivery protocols for
ICN to deliver content via an existing protocol such as HTTP and RTP/RTCP [99].
Similarly, designing a security protocol or framework for next-generation mobile networks
requires a high-level network abstraction approach to allow different technologies to communicate
together securely. This means that designing a security framework, along with any complementary
security aiding proposals, should take into considerations two key characteristics of futuristic
communications. Such characteristics can be summarized into the following:


Entity Variance. Futuristic entities may include all identifiable and communicable objects: (e.g. a
web services, a sensor, a self-publishing content, a mobile device…etc). Normally those entities have
various characteristics and communication protocols, and so cannot communicate without a
translator. Moreover, some entities may not have their own physical resources and will require a
physical host from where it can communicate.



Infrastructure Variance. Communicating entities may have similar processing capabilities and use
same software-level communication protocols, but their underlying physical infrastructure may be
different (For example: IPv6 vs. 6LoWPAN [100]). To ensure seamless communication between
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entities of different infrastructures, communication translators must be incorporated with all the
necessary physical interfaces to allow inter-communication between the involved infrastructures.
With having various entities and infrastructure technologies, the success of any futuristic generalpurpose communication security solutions depends on how well its security aiding framework is designed
to efficiently handle the variance and complement the communication security. In the following sections,
we go through possible security resource-aiding approaches and the details toward designing an adaptive
security resource aiding platform for the NGI.

6.3 Possible Resource Aiding Approaches for NGI Communication Security
In the following subsections, we discuss some of possible resource-aiding approaches that can be
incorporated with a communication security framework to offer comprehensive solution for various
communicating entities and infrastructures within the NGI. We also outline advantages and disadvantages
of using each of the discussed aiding approaches.

6.3.1 Security Gateways
Security gateways, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1, are specialized communicating entities equipped with
multiple interfaces to provide secured communication-relaying services between entities and networks of
different characteristics and requirements. Examples include Virtual Private Network (VPN) gateways,
firewalls, HTTP/TLS/SSL proxies, and IoT/ICN network gateways. Common services provided by
security gateways are outlined as follows:


Address Translation. In some address-limited networks, such as private IP networks, entities are
considered internal and so cannot be addressed directly from outside. Gateways act as address
translators that help in relaying communications between internal entities to the external networks.
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Fig. 6.1: Concept of a Security Gateway


Interface Translation. Specialized networks such as IoT and Cellular usually have different lowlevel communication protocols from that on regular IP networks. Gateways in such networks have
necessary protocol translation engines, allowing seamless and abstracted communications between
applications from different network technologies without the need to consider redesigning those
applications.



Enhanced Services. Service providers and communication entities may demand to meet certain
security level requirements (for example: having a minimum security strength or a digital signature)
and/or communication performance requirements (for example: demanding a minimum latency).
Gateways usually apply enhanced services to communications through revising and applying security
measures to the information relayed between communicating entities in order to meet the security and
performance demands. The revision procedure can take two directions: changing the relayed
messages themselves on behalf of the sending entities, and offering post-receiving services (such as
post-receiving verification data) for the receiving entities.
There are two key advantages of using gateways as communication security aiders. First,

gateways can be helpful in providing privacy and security for the networks they serve through filtering
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malicious messages, limiting inbound access, and masking out real identities of communicating entities.
The other advantage is that using gateways is aiding scalability and applicability. Gateways can be
designed to be scalable in terms of the offered services and the type of networks serviced. Therefore
gateways can help to eliminate the need to redesign communicating entities from networks with different
technologies in order to communicate together. Therefore gateways can be considered as the most popular
communication security aiding approach in the industry as it helps in providing secure intercommunications between technologies without paying the cost for a major network infrastructure and
entities overhaul.
Despite the economical benefits of using gateways as communication security aiders, there are
key shortcomings in incorporating them. Communicating entities have no control of how their messages
are altered when going through gateways. If a gateway is not well-secured, passed communications can
be compromised. Another key issue with using gateways lies with the design complexity of the gateways
themselves, especially with the existence of various network technologies to translate between and
without the existence of a high-level application communication protocol. Usually gateways are designed
with translation interfaces that target the networks they interconnect (for example: LoRa networks and IP
networks). Moreover, having a high-availability gateway design, such as having redundant gateways and
incorporating loading-balancing, is challenging especially if the serviced network does not support
multiple interfacing or entity migration (for example: Zigbee [60] supports one coordinator per network).

6.3.2 Resource-Lending (Offload) Engines
From a communication perspective, resource-lending, also known as offloading is a procedure
where a communicating entity uses a resource of an external resource entity to process messages prior
sending them. Unlike in gateways, where messages are processed and delivered to destinations on behalf
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Fig. 6.2: Resource-Lending Classes

of the communicating entities, resource lending engines return the processed messages to their originating
communicating entities to be sent directly.
Based on how resource-lending engines interact with the communicating entities, there are three
classes as shown in Fig. 6.2.


Internal Lending Engines. Also know as hardware accelerators, they are special kind of coprocessing hardware integrated into entities to aid in handling complex operations such as processing
graphics and cryptography [101] in an efficient manner. Existing implementation examples include
cryptographic coprocessors [49] and TCP accelerators [102].
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Since hardware accelerations are integrated within their serving entities and are usually protected
from external direct access, they are not subject to the same message communication threat that exists
with insecure gateways. However hardware accelerators can be still compromised if their hosting
entities are compromised, usually through an exploit that allows direct unrestricted access to the
entity’s memory and I/O.
Hardware accelerators are a great alternative to software-only solutions; providing a costeffective energy-efficient way of high performance computing for complex specialized tasks.
However they still demand energy from their hosting entities especially if the accelerator can be used
for general-purpose computations (such in the graphics processors

[103]). Moreover, resource-

challenged entities, such as battery-operated sensors, may choose not to integrate complex security
hardware accelerators due to cost and energy constraints. This leaves such entities with limited and
less-scalable security services when compared to using external aiding approaches such as gateways
and external offload engines.


External Lending Engines. Like gateways, external lending engines are also specialized
communicating entities aimed to provide communication services. They differ from gateways in a
sense that they work like the internal hardware accelerators, yet they are completely separate from
their serviced communicating entities. And so external lending engines do not forward
communications on behalf of their serviced entities.
External lending engines and gateways share the advantage of achieving scalable and flexible
setup but each approach has a key disadvantage compared to the other. On one hand, the gateways
take message processing control away from communicating entities. As stated earlier, if a gateway is
compromised then any passed communications are also compromised. With external lending engines,
communicating entities have full control of their messages and can switch or suspend using offload
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engines if they are found to be compromised. On another hand, the external lending engines do not
have any control on how entities communicate with other ends, which leads to the inability to protect
communicating entities from external attacks. In addition, using external lending engines usually
result in additional communication overhead for the communicating entities due to piggybacking of
messages between the lending engine and the serviced entity.


Hosting Engines. The next generation of virtual entities, such as multimedia content and portable
services, can be uniquely identifiable and mobile but not communicable without being hosted on a
physical resource such as a content server or a virtual processing server. Therefore, a hosting engine
is basically a physical resource that accommodates virtual entities and communicates on their
behalves. Hosting engines are also responsible for providing communication identification and
security services for those virtual entities, although they may not be affiliated with their hosted virtual
entities; a common scenario that can be seen in virtual networks and ICNs, where entities are not
materialized objects.
Since hosting engines aim for virtual entities, any capable physical communicating entity can act
as a hosting engine as opposed to having a dedicated aiding approach such as in the lending and
gateways. This therefore imposes a challenge implementing secured entity identification especially
with the absence of standardized virtual communication identification. In addition, all virtual entities
are sharing strengths and weaknesses of their hosting engines. When a host is compromised, all its
hosted entities are also compromised. Network access control in such cases can be extremely
challenging since there is the possibility for the virtual entities to migrate from their compromised
host to another.
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6.3.3 Witnesses/Guarantors
From a communication perspective, witnesses and guarantors are third-party entities that watch
over communication between entities and offer witnessing or guaranteeing information to the entities
without directly being involved in the communication sessions themselves. Witnesses and guarantors can
be beneficial in scenarios where entities require having some sort of security while having full control of
the communication session, yet cannot process or offload complex security operations associated with the
communications.

Communicating endpoint entities are usually required to setup an additional

communication channel through the third-party they want to use as a witness or guarantor. The
witness/guarantor then uses that additional channel to offer its service to the endpoints. Examples of
possible services include:


Partially or fully receive a copy of the messages sent between the endpoints. With entities that
lack proper data integrity measures, a witness relaying the same information over secondary channels
can be a possible better-than-nothing alternative for data integrity.



Confirming the identity and state of the connected endpoints. Through a separate channel,
endpoints identities are shared with the third-party. If the original session channel is rerouted by an
attacker, the victim endpoints can be notified by the third-party due to the information inconsistencies
between the apparent identities on the original channel and the reported identities of the endpoints at
the third-party.
As the aim of witnessing/guaranteeing aiding approach is to provide better-than-nothing

communication security for limited-capability entities, such an approach can only be utilized in limited
application-specific scenarios.
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6.4 Designing Adaptive Communication Security Aiders for Resource-challenged Entities
In this section, we discuss design criteria and directions for a general-purpose adaptive
communication security resource-aiding framework for mobile entities that utilizes a collaborative setup
of some of the aforementioned resource-aiding approaches. We mainly focus in incorporating gateway
and external resource-lending aiding approaches as aiding applicability is important for servicing diverse
entities and networks. The discussed design directions are meant to work and complement the
“Authentication-Trim” strategy from the previous chapter in quest of achieving an adaptive
communication entrustment framework that works with entities of various types and capabilities.

6.4.1 Design Criteria


Entity Accommodation. We define a mobile entity to be any communicating entity with ability to
change locations, which includes all physical and virtual entities. These entities usually require
different services and demand various service expectations. Since it is challenging to have one design
that accommodates all, a prospective security resource-aiding framework should be designed with
modularity and abstraction in place in order to allow easy integration with various applications and
communication technologies. Any security resource aiders under such framework should be able to
easily, and in real-time if applicable, incorporate modules for the services they provide. Such aiders
should also benefit from secured standardized service announcement interfacing in which services
and resource capabilities are offered for the interested entities.



Access to Entities. A security resource aider cannot provide services to the requesting entities if, for
some reason, it cannot gain access to those entities it intends to serve. Restricted access can be due to
risk management actions (e.g. malware quarantining), and prevention measures (e.g. firewall access
restrictions). For a prospective security resource aiding framework to be successful, it should be
designed with access restrictions as a consideration. This means that the next-generation of security
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resource aiders may need to seek and obtain, if applicable, a permission to operate unrestrictedly in
the networks they intend to serve. These aiders may also need to a minimum level of security
guaranties to be able to successfully obtain such special permission. Therefore these aiders must be
designed with measures to ensure protection from possible attacks and uncontrolled tampering to their
services and network access.


Aiding Trustfulness. When an entity does not have enough computational or energy resources to
execute an intensive task, an external resource-aiding service may be sought to help with that task. In
many scenarios, the requesting entity may entrust the task/information with an external aider without
sufficient measures to determine if that aider is trustworthy or compromised/malicious. Any
prospective security resource-aiding framework proposal should consider incorporating tools for the
communicating entities to seek the trustfulness of their prospective resource aiders. Such tools may
include a trusted third-party aiding certification, an authorized third-party blacklisting, and a
community-based reputation system.

6.4.2 Proposed Design Directions


Architecture Overview. Fig. 6.3 briefly illustrates an architectural concept of a general-purpose
communication security resource-aiding subsystem. The subsystem utilizes three of the previously
discussed resource-aiding approaches: aiding gateways, external lending engines, and hosting
engines. Aiding gateways provide communication and security services for resource-limited entities
communicating with other entities from different networks. External lending engines provide
communication security processing services for entities that cannot handle the processing themselves
due to computational, energy, or latency constraints. Hosting engines provide hosting,
communication, and security services on behalf of the virtual entities (For example, video content).
The hosting engines can be also supported by aiding gateways to allow secure migration of virtual
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Fig. 6.3: An Architectural Concept of a General-purpose Communication Security Resource-aiding

entities between different networks. As a quest to achieve an adaptive resource-aiding security
services, we propose that all aiders to utilize some sort of adaptive communication security strategy
(such as the authentication-trim strategy proposed in Chapter 5). This can help in maximizing the
availability and the efficiency of both the communication security and the resource utilization as
illustrated in the previous chapters. In the next section, we focus on analyzing the performance of
external lending engines using the aforementioned authentication-trim strategy as a possible option
toward implementing an adaptive resource-aiding communication security framework.


Aiding-Service Discovery. Aiding discovery holds true only for the hosting engines and the external
lending engines, since the aiding gateways are usually preselected as part of core network
implementations. In case of aiding gateway, the network operator usually provides the list of fixedlocation resource aiding gateways, eliminating the need to implement a discovery mechanism. In case
of hosting and lending engines, unless there is an access restriction that prevents the aider from
fulfilling its duties, any resource-capable entity can get nominated as resource aiders, thus the need of
a discovery mechanism. However we believe that introducing new hosting and lending resource
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aiders into a network should be conducted with oversight from the community and/or the operator of
the involved network in order to avoid the introduction of malicious activities.
If an entity requires additional resources to process specific security service used in a
communication session, it seeks for available resource aiders that are capable of processing such a
service. We believe that the discovery mechanism should be decentralized (i.e. using a P2P discovery
protocol) but with some centralized oversight (i.e. using blacklisting/reviewing services) similar to
the election of aiders. Having a decentralized discovery can help in efficiently maintaining the
discovery process in real time for scenarios where aiders have high mobility and/or network topology
is continuously changing. The centralized over sighting, on the other hand, can provide a level of
protection by informing the entities of the trustfulness status of the discovered aiders. It is up to the
seeking entity to filter the discovery result list of capable aiders based on the trustfulness check from
the centralized oversight.
Once a filtered list of capable resource aiders, named resource-aiding pool, is obtained, the
seeking entity starts by requesting service (using, for example, round robin fashion) form one of the
aiders in the pool. If the resource-aider accepts the request, then the seeking entity is linked to that
aider for the requested aiding services until they are fulfilled or until there is a change in the context
of the communication such as the migration of the seeking entity or the sudden unavailability of the
linked aider. In case of unavailability of the linked aider when in need of aiding services, the
requesting entity seeks the resource-aiding pool for another aider. If the resource-aiding pool reached
certain minimum threshold of available aiders as demanded by the requesting aider, or if there is a
major context change resulting in unavailability of the resource-aiders in the pool, the requesting
entity may re-invoke the aiding discovery process to obtain a new resource-aiding pool, providing
that aiding service is still required.
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Fig. 6.4: Overview of Security Resource-aiding Operations



Resource-Aiding Operation.

Fig. 6.4 briefly illustrates how a resource aiding operation is

conducted. Once a requesting aider is linked to a resource aider, the aiding process is straightforward.
The requesting entity asks the aider to perform a requested security operation on information intended
to be transmitted over communication session to destination entities. In case of the aiding gateways
and hosting engines, the information is processed using the requested security operation and
forwarded to the destination entities on behalf of the requesting entity. In case of the aiding gateways,
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the information is processed at the aider using the requested security operation and then relayed back
to the requesting entity before to process it farther before transmitting it to the destination entities.
Moreover, the entities can be linked and requesting services from one or more aiders at the same time.
For example, a virtual content entity with high access demand may need additional hosting engines in
order to ease the load on the originating host. Another example is when a requesting entity needs
different services for different communication sessions based on the requirements and limitations of
each session.


Risk Management. Entrusting information with foreign entities does not come without a risk. This
holds true for all intermediate communication nodes in the network including gateways, router,
firewalls…etc. However since resource aiders can be offered by both network operators and
communities, the risk can be even higher since access controlling community-provided resourceaiders is more challenging especially with networks topologies featuring rapid changes. As a result,
we believe that, in addition to trustfulness measures taken by the network operators and community,
the requesting entities should incorporate additional risk mitigation measures as follow:
o

Entities that requests services involving classified or safety-related information transmission
should, if possible, avoid the use of aiders, rely on their own security measures before
entrusting information to aiders, or use aiders that are deemed trustworthy (to a certain level)
by an accredited scoring system. This helps introducing some sort of a watchdog that aids in
identifying and managing damages due to malicious aiders.

o

Entities should not bind themselves, if possible, to a one or a same group of resource aiders at
all times for resource-aiding needs. Entities should switch between aiders even during their
active communication sessions in order to reduce the risk of having attack against long-lived
channels between the entities and their aiders.
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o

Entities should, if possible, share only the information deemed to be processed by the security
service with the aider. The less information shared between the entity and the aider, the less
the chance that this information could be compromised by a malicious attack.

We believe by adhering to the aforementioned design criteria and proposed design directions, it is
possible to achieve a scalable and adaptive resource-aiding framework for communication security. The
design detail of such framework is not in the scope of this document and is left for future investigations.
However we focus on the next section on the performance characteristics of resource-aiding with the
authentication-trim adaptation strategy to be inline with the scope of this document.

6.5 Resource-Aiding Performance Analysis
In this section, we go through the performance characteristics of resource aiding approaches that
can be utilized in our proposed adaptive communication security resource-aiding framework. As with the
previous chapters, we focus on evaluating a group of security functions, known as Message
Authentication Code (MAC), which are used to ensure communication data integrity between entities.

6.5.1 Evaluation Metrics

In this study, we assume that the resource aiders are processing MAC tags for the requesting
entities using the aforementioned authentication-trim adaptive strategy. Therefore, the metrics
involved are:


Total Throughput. The data rate for the transmitted messages including the size of the attached
MAC tags (in MB/s).



Useful Throughput. The data rate for the transmitted messages excluding the size if the attached
MAC tags (in MB/s)



Message Latency. The latency of sending 1 byte (in nanoseconds) to the aider for MAC processing.
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6.5.2 Evaluation Assumptions


To simplify the analysis we do not currently consider involving keying demands or keying
negotiation overhead with the aiders and it is left for future research.



For the simplicity of the analysis, the resource-aiding scenarios were setup to evaluate form the
sending entity perspective.



While gateway and hosting engines are different in the way they aid entities, and therefore have
different processing overhead, we assume that they have comparable performance characteristics in
quest of simplifying the analysis. Studying the performance variance between the gateways and the
hosting engine is not in the scope of this thesis and is considered as future work.

6.5.3 Evaluation Setup
In this study, experiments are conducted in a similar manner to Chapter 5, utilizing the
benchmark procedure from Chapter 4. To ensure the confidence level of the obtained results, each
experiment in this study was run several times, and was allowed to reach steady-state prior to taking
measurements. The communication sessions in each experiment were averaged with 10% trimmed-mean
calculation as a measure to reduce the influence of the environment context variance on unfairly affecting
the throughput. Finally, an overall throughput average was calculated for all the conducted experiments in
correlation to the number to the communication sessions.
We focus in this study into evaluating entities connecting to resource aiders for MAC tagging in
the following scenarios:


Gateways/Hosting Engines. Where entities forward messages to be completely handled by their
aider, or where entities are hosted by their aider. Both the gateway and the hosting engine are acting
as a regular entity in respect to the authentication-trim strategy.
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Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (1.0 Ghz)

Fig. 6.5: Impact of Message Latency on Total throughput



External Offload Engine. Where entities send messages to their aider and then obtain the
corresponding MAC tags. We assume two control strategies. The first control strategy is in hand of
the requesting entity, which means that the requesting entity maintains the authentication-trim
adaptation control while obtaining the evaluation table from the aider. The second control strategy is
that the aider in full control of the adaptation.

6.5.4 MAC Processing vs. Message Latency on Gateway Throughput Dominance
Fig. 6.5 shows the total throughput of an aiding gateway with messages delivery at rate of 100ns/byte,
1000ns/byte, and 10000ns/byte, and with hosting engine using same physical setup as a reference. It is
noted all MAC tagging were processed with the strongest available MAC function (HMAC-SHA3-512),
indicating that both the host and the gateways computational resources were not utilized enough to trigger
a security power down.
It is also noted that as the message latency increases, the resource utilization at the aider decreases
rapidly, and the total throughput become more correlated to the message latency than to the resource
demands by the MAC processing. This appears more noticeable when the number of serviced sessions is
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small as shown in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, it appears that if the message latency is too small especially with
lower number of connections, the throughput slightly decreases, reflecting the aider’s resources being
over-utilized. Such findings are important and can help into further optimizing the aider adaptation
strategy to consider message latency into adaptation decision for efficient balance between security
strength and resource utilization.

6.5.5 Resource Aider vs. Entity of Same Resource Characteristics
Fig. 6.7 shows the useful throughput of same hardware when operated as a regular entity with
authentication-trim strategy and 100Mbps connection, and when operated as a resource lending aider with
the same authentication-trim strategy and 100Mbps. However the aider is setup to receive messages with
latency equivalent to 1000ns/bytes from the requesting entities in order to study the effect of the message
latency on the authentication-trim strategy.
It is noted that with low number of sessions and operating on high computational power mode,
the aiders useful throughput underperformed the one from a resource-equivalent entity. This is expected
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(a) Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Cortex™ A9 (1 Core) - (Left: Aider, Right: Entity)

(b) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 - (Left: Aider, Right: Entity)

Fig. 6.7: Performance of Resource Aider vs. Resource-Equivalent Entity Running the Authentication-Trim
Strategy for Different CPU Frequencies

as the message latency and the additional message exchange between the aider and the entity should have
higher impact on the performance compared to the processing done at the entity alone.
It is also notable that the added overhead at the aider resulted into an earlier power down
adaptation when operating at low frequency as shown in Fig. 6.7(b). Since the evaluation table is
generated using a single core operating at middle frequency under the authentication-trim strategy, it is
expected that entities are going to power down when operating in low frequency. If the difference
between the low frequency and the evaluation frequency is small, the power down will not happen until
the entity operating under low frequency exceeds a certain number of concurrent sessions thanks to the
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(a) Texas Instruments’ OMAP 4460 ARM Cortex™ A9 (1000ns/byte – 1 Core) - (Left: Local Control, Right: Entity Control)

(b) Texas Instruments’ DM3730 ARM Cortex™ A8 (100ns/byte) - (Left: Local Control, Right: Entity Control)

Fig. 6.8: Performance of Resource Aider with a Local and Requesting Entity Adaptation Control for
Different CPU Frequencies

33% tolerance threshold imposed by the authentication-trim strategy. It appears that the additional
processing at the aider exceeded the tolerance threshold and hence the need to power down earlier
compared to the regular entity. This finding is important as it proves that the apparent processing time
metric takes into account the additional processing done at the aider.

6.5.6 Effect of Entity Adaptation Control on Resource Aider Performance
In Fig. 6.8, we compare two lending aiding scenario. In the first scenario, the aider has full control of
adaptation decision based solely on the MAC processing performance. In the second scenario, the
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requesting entity uses the message exchange latency in relation to the aider’s evaluation table to instruct
the aider of the adaptation decisions.
We remark that when giving the adaptation control to the requesting entity, the apparent processing
time metric takes into the account the message exchange latency between it and the aider. This explains
why the second aiding scenario shows higher tendency to lower security strength as compared to the first
scenario. However, the variation in the message exchange latency is to have aggressive behavior on the
adaptation control in the second scenario, as noted in Fig. 6.8, which leads into having short-lived
security power switching events. The increased switching events can have a negative impact on the
resource availability of the aiders especially if the security adaptation control is handed to requesting
entities. Therefore, we conclude that aiders should handle security adaptation on their own as it is
important for the aider to be aware and in control of all of its resources. However we believe that the
message exchange latency can be useful information to include, with suitable adjustments, to the apparent
processing time metric so the aider performs an effective security service adaptation that balances
between the communication performance of the requesting entities and their security requirements.

6.6 Open Challenges
With the diversity of resource-challenged entities, there is no limit of how can resource aiding be
implemented. Moreover, relying on external resource aiding for security services imposes additional
challenges to the aforementioned design criteria as a result of sharing communication data with additional
external parties. In this section, we discuss these important challenges and how they can contribute to the
design and operation of a security resource-aiding framework.

6.6.1 Design Diversity
Security resource aiders are meant to serve entities and networks of various types and
requirements. This, in turn, results in having challenge for designing a standardized resource-aiding
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system, as not all aiders are going to serve the same types of entities and networks. However, the security
resource aiders are not intended to be a complete solution as their own and therefore addressing design
diversity issues with security aiders is not as significant as with a complete communication security
solution.
To address design diversity challenges in implementing security resource aiders, we can utilize a
modular security service provider framework design. Resource aiders need only a basic service layer and
can obtain or load security service modules as demanded by the requesting entities. For addressing
variance in physical layer communication demands, the resource aiders can also incorporate SDR and
SDN modules to address those demands.

6.6.2 Privacy
As with any system entrusted with information, there is always a privacy concern since the
information is usually shared by a foreign entity. In an ideal scenario, the communicating entity should
not send information for further processing without applying its own security measures such as using an
available weak security measure. However if the originating entity does not have the resources or, the
other end does not accept the originating entity’s own security measures, the entity has to entrust the
information to be processed completely by a security aider.
Addressing privacy with security aiders is extremely challenging. Unlike network-operated
services, aiders are usually provided by the community (e.g. nearby resource-capable communicating
entities). Even with trust scoring and aider certification in place, there is no guaranteed solution to ensure
that aiders do not retain information sent by demanding communicating entities. If privacy is important
for a resource-challenged entity that cannot use its own security measures, it may opt-out from having full
aiding support to partial support, in which the transmitted information are partially secured to avoid
sharing fully useful private information with the aiders.
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6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce the use of security resource-aiding entities to assist in securing
communications for resource-challenged next-generation mobile entities. We remark that there is a
significant need for having such a solution since it is not practically possible to design a unified generalpurpose communication security framework that handles wide entity diversity even with modularity and
adaptation in place.
In quest of designing a general-purpose communication security resource-aiding framework, we
investigate different aiding approaches outlining their strengths and weaknesses. We then propose the
design criteria and directions toward combining these approaches to form the aforementioned resourceaiding framework. We briefly outline how the framework architecture can be, how serviced entities are
accommodated, how aiding trustfulness and risk management are handled, and how the aiding process
works.
The discussed design criteria and directions are meant to work with, and complement, the
“Authentication-Trim” strategy from the previous chapter in quest of achieving an adaptive
communication entrustment framework that works with entities of various types and capabilities.
Therefore, we conduct performance analysis of resource-aiding approaches to understand their
characteristics under the aforementioned adaptation strategy. We note additional processing overhead that
causes earlier adaptation invocation at aiders as opposed to entities of equivalent resources. We also
remark that when giving the adaptation control to the requesting entity, the variation in the message
exchange latency is to have aggressive behavior on the adaptation control. Therefore, we conclude that
aiders should handle security adaptation on their own instead of leaving the control to requesting entities.
However, we also believe that aiders can benefit from message exchange latency into the adaptation
decisions for efficient balance between security strength and resource utilization.
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Finally, we note few open issues due to the diversity nature of aided communicating entities and
the service nature of the security resource aiders. Some of those issues can be extremely challenging to
address, such as with privacy and trustfulness, as result of having community-driven aiders. Other issues,
such as handling design diversity, can be managed with adopting a modular security service provider
framework design that allows software-defined physical and logical layers to be loaded on demand.
Although we propose some addressing directions, such as use of entity own security measures for
enhanced privacy and aiding certification/scoring for enhanced trustfulness, we leave the scope of
addressing those issues as future research work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
Communication and computer technologies have greatly evolved in the last decade. Various
mobile and stationary devices facilitate surfing the Internet for knowledge, communicating with family
and friends, finishing work for employers, getting public services, cyber-shopping, offering health care
support, and administrating belongings through sensory and embedded technologies. However, as the
popularity of usage grows, transmitting data within such an insecure cyber environment has great
challenges with demanding needs to resolve. Internet users have growing fears trusting information,
services, and parties within the Internet; forcing worldwide governments and businesses to spend billions
funding research for developing and enhancing the Internet security, and addressing shortcomings at
various layers and components of the network.
One major research challenge is how to achieve global trustfulness of Internet and next
generation of network communications. The growing popularity of the Internet, coupled with the lack of
entrusted communication measures, have led to several untraceable security threats. Moreover, recent
decentralized communication technologies, such as Internet-of-Things (IoT), Information-Centric
Networks (ICN), and Peer-to-Peer (P2P), had lead to the appearance of various internetworking and
anonymous gateways (that mainly existed for communication interfacing and for maintaining
user/network privacy), facilitating additional untraceable threats. Making matters worse, end parties
within cyber-space are usually not physically identifiable; as opposed to dealing with a person. Even if it
is possible to identify and trace a source for a criminal attack back, policies and practices can prevent
victims from knowing that source, and so having no effective protection against future and more
dangerous cyber attacks; endangering economies and human lives in the rapidly evolving world of
Internet-of-Things (IoT).
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In this thesis, we presented characteristics, features, and requirements for having a future Internet
with entrusted communications, addressing the shortcomings in existing security measures to comply
with the presented requirements. Specifically, we propose Context-Aware and Real-time Entrustment
(CARE) framework; a communication entrustment framework comprising multiple components as
outlined in the thesis, in pursuit of trying to meet the aforementioned characteristics, features and
requirements.

7.1 Conclusions
Beginning with Chapter 2, we looked into the literature efforts toward transiting into the NextGeneration Internet (NGI) while outlining characteristics, features, and requirements for having a future
Internet with entrusted communications. We also looked into the evolution of general-purpose
communication security solutions for the Internet while outlining their shortcomings to be fitted for NGI
communications. We remarked that although many of discussed security solutions are proven to be
effective in the area they target, they are accompanied with inherit design flaws that make them
unsuitable for NGI communication trends.
Addressing the aforementioned finding, we proposed, in Chapter 3, a communication security
framework for the NGI, named CARE. The proposed framework utilizes suitable combination of existing
efforts and methodologies for effectively securing both the existing Internet and NGI. We emphasized on
how the components of the CARE framework can help provide security services for the futuristic NGI
communication trends. Through the use of a modular and adaptive high-level communication platform,
the vast majority of communicating entities would be able to utilize context-aware adaptive security
services without major changes in the underlying networks. The SIP-inspired two-channeled
communication protocol, along with lighthouse communication guiding subsystem, aids physical, virtual,
and location-independent entities to communicate securely and freely in both end-to-end and multi-party
sessions. The security resource aiding system complements and provides insurance for a successful
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CARE-ready NGI by offering cost-effective security services to legacy, low-profile, and resourcechallenged entities that utilize CARE capabilities on their own. We also noted some possible challenges
toward deploying the CARE framework into existing and future Internet, concluding that the success of
the CARE framework depends on understanding the computational characteristics of communication
entities in quest toward effectively designing the foundations of an adaptive security and an adaptive
resource aiding system for the framework.
In Chapter 4, we offered a novel benchmarking and analysis approach that facilitates
understanding the computational characteristics of mobile entities from communication perspective. First,
we illustrated that existing benchmarking approaches heavily rely on absolute resource metrics, which are
not delay-based and do not reflect actual communication demands nor many of today’s mobile computing
sophisticated operation and features. Addressing this dynamic nature, we proposed a carefully tailored
empirical benchmarking procedure for evaluating security functions in mobile systems. We also
introduced the apparent performance metric, which is purposefully based on showing processing delays
over actual processing performance. We observed various non-intuitive performance behaviors that
necessitate revising how security functions are evaluated and selected in mobile communications,
especially when it comes to time-based guarantees. Meanwhile, the suggested metric was shown to be
more informative in the communications context, as well as a reasonable candidate metric in future
adaptive security protocol design. We utilized the findings from Chapter 4 toward designing an adaptive
communication security strategy (Chapter 5) and an adaptive security resource-aiding framework
(Chapter 6).
Driven by the findings from Chapter 4, we continued in Chapter 5 with investigating different
options toward implementing an adaptive security measure that fits various mobile and next generation
Internet entities. We observed that a secure adaptive measure can be achieved through a combination of
two new techniques. The first technique is to utilize a computationally efficient and informative
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adaptation decision factor in the adaptation process for secure yet lightweight security measure regardless
of the entity’s nature; hence the adaptation process. The second technique is incorporating the use of
weak security functions with short key refreshment as a measure of achieving high communication
performance that offers good resistance against breakage attacks as a result of frequent key changes.
Inspired by the fuel management system in modern automotives, we proposed a strength-trim
based adaptive strategy in Chapter 5 as an effective light-weight solution for authenticating (and
subsequently securing) NGI communications. The proposed strategy relies on two main operation stages:
evaluation and adaptation. The evaluation stage deals with the variations in the computational trends
across different communicating entities in order to achieve a predictable and lightweight adaptation
process. The adaptation stage deals with variations in the entities’ communication context, and utilizes a
corresponding easy-to-compute fitness value to achieve a real-time and lightweight trimming or richening
of security strength. We noted the performance characteristics of the proposed strategy in comparison to
non-adaptive and randomly-adaptive security strategies. We also remarked that designing a lightweight
general-purpose adaptive security measure comes with many open challenges, such as overpowering and
having high transmission overhead. However, resolving issues such as overpowering can be achieved via
basic optimization techniques such as incorporating constraints and secondary factors in the adaptation
decision making. We finally concluded the chapter by noting the infeasibility of a “one solution fits all”
approach in NGI, i.e., the infeasibility of a unified general-purpose adaptive security protocol to operate
the same way across all various entities.
To enable flexibility, we introduced in Chapter 6 the application of security resource aiders and
security proxies to include a larger array of entities in our entrustment framework as well as adapting to
their varying capabilities and requirements. Resource aiders and security proxies become especially
invaluable when securing communications for resource-challenged next-generation mobile entities.
Toward designing a general-purpose communication security resource-aiding framework, we investigated
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different aiding approaches outlining their strengths and weaknesses. We then proposed the design criteria
and directions toward combining these approaches to form the aforementioned resource-aiding
framework. We outlined how the framework architecture can be, how serviced entities are
accommodated, how aiding trustfulness and risk management are handled, and how the aiding process
works. We further conducted performance analysis of resource-aiding approaches while utilizing the
“Authentication-trim” strategy from Chapter 5 to understand their operational characteristics. An
additional processing overhead was observed at earlier adaptation invocation at aiders as opposed to
entities of equivalent resources. Meanwhile, when giving the adaptation control to the requesting entity,
the variation in the message exchange latency exhibited a more aggressive adaptation control. It was thus
concluded that aiders should handle security adaptation on their own instead of leaving the control to
requesting entities but can benefit from message exchange latency for efficient balance between security
strength and resource utilization. At the same time, there remain a few open issues due to the diversity
nature of aided communicating entities and the service nature of the security resource aiders. Some of
those issues can be extremely challenging to address, such as with privacy and trustfulness, as a result of
having community-driven aiders. Other issues, such as handling design diversity, can be managed with
adopting a modular security service provider framework design that allows software-defined physical and
logical layers to be loaded on demand.

7.2 Possible Future Directions
One important aspect toward having a successful integration of CARE framework is having
standardizing implementation and deployment. Although the framework is designed with modularity and
abstraction in mind, there is no guarantee that various networks and entities will implement the
framework in the same manner, due to their different regulatory constraints, operation characteristics and
service demands. Through standardization, entities will require to implement a minimum set of features in
a specific way to be CARE-compliant, while non-CARE-complaint entities will have to rely on CARE-
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compliant security resource aiding in order to communicate under CARE framework. There may be a
need to design compliance and certification tools that can be used by entities under the framework to
check for compliance, integrity, and possible communication establishment with other entities under the
framework.
Privacy can be also a significant roadblock against successful integration of CARE framework.
Both security resource aiders and lighthouse subsystem can have tracing and access, by design, to
sensitive transmitted information sent by communicating entities. In such cases, the communicating
entities under CARE may use different security resource aiders, along with a weak in-house encryption
service if possible to impose some degree of privacy on the transmitted information on the same session.
In addition to the delegation of confidentiality measures, the framework’s lighthouse subsystem only
access session control information, and therefore the lighthouse subsystem traces entities involved in a
session but not their transmitted information. Communicating entities can further increase their privacy
and tracing protection via the use of a tracing hiding services such as TOR, despite that the involved
network operators will still account and trace communications to those services.
Finally, proper handling of risks increases the chances for CARE framework to succeed as a
general-purpose communication security solution in next generation networks. Risk management
measures include component certification, trust scoring system, high-availability architecture, and
optimization of security operation. When applying those measures in a suitable way, it helps on reducing
the impact of the framework integrity, overhead and availability, and in turn managing possible
communication security failures and malicious activities.
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